REGULAR COMMISSION MEETING
Tuesday, June 28, 2022, at 9:00 am
338 West First Street, Port Angeles, WA 98362
AGENDA

The Regular Commission Meeting will be available to the public in person and remotely. For instructions on how to
connect to the meeting remotely please visit www.portofpa.com/agendacenter

*Time Specific Item at 9:15 am

I.

CALL TO ORDER / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

III.

EARLY PUBLIC COMMENT SESSION (TOTAL SESSION UP TO 20 MINUTES)

IV.

WORK SESSION

V.

VI.

A.

Municipal Bond Finance Presentation *Time Specific @ 9:15 am

B.

4th of July Parade.......................................................................................................................1-4

C.

Property Insurance Renewal...................................................................................................5-23

APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA

A.

Regular Commission Meeting Minutes, June 14, 2022.........................................................24-28

B.

Vouchers in the amount of $275,915.75.....................................................................................29

COMPLETION OF RECORDS
No items

VII.

PLANNING AND CAPITAL PROJECTS
No items

VIII.

LOG YARD
No items

IX.

MARINE TRADES AND MARINE TERMINALS
No items

X.

PROPERTY
No items

XI.

MARINAS
No items

XII.

AIRPORTS

A.
XIII.

Air Service – Minimum Rate Guarantee................................................................................30-32

OTHER BUSINESS

A.

Resolution 22-1262, Delegation of Authority.........................................................................33-46

B.

Resolution 22-1263, Promotional Hosting Policy..................................................................47-56

C.

Resolution 22-1264, Abandoned Vessel Auction..................................................................57-60

D.

Settlement Agreement with DNR..........................................................................................61-90

XIV.

COMMISSIONER REPORTS

XV.

ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA

XVI.

PUBLIC COMMENT SESSION (TOTAL SESSION UP TO 20 MINUTES)

XVII. FUTURE AGENDA..................................................................................................................................91
XVIII. NEXT MEETINGS

XIX.

A.

July 12, 2022 – Regular Commission Meeting

B.

July 26, 2022 – Regular Commission Meeting

C.

August 9, 2022 – Regular Commission Meeting

UPCOMING EVENTS

A.

WPPA Director Seminar – July 14-15, 2022 – Bellingham, WA

B.

WPPA Commissioner Seminar – July 25-27, 2022 - Walla Walla, WA

C.

WPPA Environmental Seminar – September 22-23, 2022 – Leavenworth, WA

D.

WPPA Small Ports Seminar – October 20-21, 2022 – Leavenworth, WA

XX.

BROWN BAG LUNCH AND OPEN DISCUSSION WITH THE COMMISSION (TIME PERMITTING)

XXI.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
The Board may recess into Executive Session for those purposes authorized under Chapter 42.30
RCW, The Open Public Meetings Act.

XXII. ADJOURN

RULES FOR ATTENDING COMMISSION MEETING
•
•
•

Signs, placards, and noise making devices including musical instruments are
prohibited.
Disruptive behavior by audience members is inappropriate and may result in
removal.
Loud comments, clapping, and booing may be considered disruptive and result in
removal at the discretion of the Chair.
RULES FOR SPEAKING AT A COMMISSION MEETING

•
•
•
•
•
•

Members of the public wishing to address the Board on general items may do so
during the designated times on the agenda or when recognized by the Chair.
Time allotted to each speaker is determined by the Chair and, in general, is
limited to 3 minutes.
Total time planned for each public comment period is 20 minutes, subject to
change by the Chair.
All comments should be made from the speaker’s rostrum and any individual
making comments shall first state their name and address for the official record.
Speakers should not comment more than once per meeting unless their
comments pertain to a new topic they have not previously spoken about.
In the event of a contentious topic with multiple speakers, the Chair will attempt
to provide equal time for both sides.

PORT OF PORT ANGELES COMMISSION
INFORMATION FOR DISCUSSION
Date:

June 28, 2022

Subject:
Presented by:

Fourth of July Parade
Caleb McMahon, Director of Economic Development

ISSUE
Port of Port Angeles’ participation in the annual Fourth of July parade
DISCUSSION
The City of Port Angeles, the Chamber of Commerce of Port Angeles and Kitsap Bank hold a
fourth of July parade annually. There has been no parade in the last few years due to Covid 19.
As the environment begins to normalize the City, Chamber and Kitsap Bank will conduct the
parade this year and have asked to Port concerning staging the participants on Port property.
Fireworks will also be fired from our property.
Process
• Hold harmless has been signed with the Chamber of Commerce and Western Display
Fireworks, the firework vendor.
• Port has filed application to take part in the parade.
Schedule
• July 3rd-The fireworks truck will arrive on July 3rd and park overnight in a secure location
at the airport. (Exhibit A)
• Morning of July 4th:
o Open gate for fireworks truck at FAI.
o Open gate for access to fireworks launch site at 7 AM.
o Sanicans delivered 7 AM.
o Firework Truck arrives 7 AM.
• Afternoon of July 4th
o Commissioners need to arrive to float by 4 PM at staging location (Exhibit B).
o Parade begins around 5 PM.
• Evening of July 4th
o Fireworks launched from furthest NE point of the former K-Ply land, just west of the
Valley Creek estuary – same as the past two years (Exhibit C).

FISCAL IMPACT
The Port’s expense will be negligible.
1. Overtime Wages for one employee to drive the one piece of machinery
2. Application costs
RECOMMENDED ACTION
None.
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WORK SESSION ITEM FOR DISCUSSION
BY THE
BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
June 28, 2022
SUBJECT:

July 1st Property Insurance Renewal

STAFF LEAD:

John Nutter, Director of Finance & Admin

BACKGROUND & ANALYSIS:
Property and liability insurance policies have historically been handled by the Executive
Director and staff as part of the administrative operations of the Port. However, due to
the increasing total insurance cost and the impact of changing coverages and
deductibles, staff would like to engage the Commission in discussions about potential
options. Attached is the 2022 property insurance renewal proposal from Alliant Insurance
Services who serves as the insurance broker for multiple ports. Staff has contacted
Enduris who insures several small ports in Washington but they declined to provide a bid.
Alliant spent 5+ months working with Liberty Mutual to get a competitive bid, but they
ultimately declined to bid on the group of 7 ports we are part of.
FISCAL IMPACT:
Historical annual premiums for property insurance:
• 2016 - $218,605
• 2017 - $251,459
• 2018 - $285,317
• 2019 - $354,355
• 2020 - $444,486
• 2021 - $481,476
• 2022 - $558,025 (proposed)
Options for 2022:
• Reduce earthquake/flood coverage from $25M to $5M = $100,000 reduction
• Increase deductible from $25K to $50K = $10,236 reduction
• Increase deductible from $25K to $100K = $20,000 reduction
The total cost of property insurance is a factor of 2 items, insured valuation and rate. For
2022 Alliant was able to negotiate the rate increase down to a 1.03% increase but there
was a $23MM increase in insured valuation. Approximately $13MM of the valuation
increase was due to an 8% increase in replacement cost and the other $10MM was due
to a physical appraisal done on T-1, T-3, T-5, and PABH floats. Note – the appraisal
showed a total $30MM increase but Alliant was able to negotiate a 1/3rd per year phase
in of the increased values.
Previous
New
Valuation
Valuation
Increase
T-1 27,743,032 42,359,218 14,616,186
T-3 14,858,132 21,513,235
6,655,103
T-5 5,414,929
6,883,565
1,468,636
PABH 13,480,679 20,981,528
7,500,849
61,496,772 91,737,546 30,240,774
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Pacific Northwest
Port Association

Property, Cyber and Crime Renewal Proposal – Port of Port Angeles
July 1, 2022 to July 1, 2023
REVISED June 23, 2022 by:
Brian White
Senior Vice President

Anne Shackelford
Vice President

Kevin Miller, ARM
First Vice President

Deborah H. Bovee, CPCU, ARM-P
Consultant

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.  1420 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1500, Seattle, WA 98101
Phone (206) 204-9140 Fax (206) 204-9205  www.alliant.com  CA License No. 0C36861
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Your Service Team …………………………………………………………………………. 2
Property & Cyber Market Summary/Challenges ………………………………………… 3-6
Property Renewal …………………………………………………………………………... 7
Property and Boiler & Machinery Program Terms……………………………………….. 8
Notable Coverage Change – Vacant Buildings….……………………………………….. 9
Alternative Property Program – Liberty Feedback..…………………………………….. 10
Update on APIP Property Renewal………………...…………………………………….. 11
Cyber Program Renewal…………………………………………………………….…….. 12
Crime Renewal………………………………………………………………………………. 13-14
Premium and Value History……….……………………………………..………………… 15
Alliant’s Disclosures / Disclaimer………………………………………………………….. 16-17
Request to Bind…………………………………………………………………………..…. 18

Date Issued: 6/12/2022
06/12/2022
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Brian White
Senior Vice President
bwhite@alliant.com

Phone:
Cell:

206-204-9126
415-203-5983

Anne Shackelford
Vice President
Anne.shackelford@alliant.com

Phone:
Cell:

206-454-8021
425-231-4714

Kevin Miller, ARM
First Vice President
kamiller@alliant.com

Phone:
Cell:

206-204-9141
602-300-8468

Vicki Holaday, CRM, CIC, APA, AU
Assistant Vice President / Account Executive
vholaday@alliant.com

Phone:
Cell:

206-204-9138
253-569-7821

Renee Judge, AAI, AIS
Assistant Vice President / Account Executive
rjudge@alliant.com

Phone:

206-204-9174

Jamie Arnoldi
Account Manager
Jamie.Arnoldi@alliant.com

Phone:

949-627-7000

Joyce Roberts
Account Manager
jeroberts@alliant.com

Phone:

206-204-9175

Debbie Bovee, CPCU, ARM-P
Consultant
dbovee@alliant.com

Phone:
Cell:

206-204-9173
206-276-7418

Date Issued: 6/12/2022
06/12/2022
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Date Issued: 06/12/2022
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 Issue: Rate increases are starting to subside. However, market
challenges remain, in particular a focus on property valuations which
still impacts costs. Focus remains on controlling cost increases and
coverage changes.
 Plan: 1) Make every effort to control property valuation increases
without sacrificing coverage, 2) foster a competitive market
environment to mitigate rate increases, 3) maintain useful coverage
terms which benefit claims payments in realistic claims scenarios
 Status: Renewal terms secured from APIP with limited restrictions in
coverage (no change to EQ / Flood / Replacement Cost Valuation),
agreement to utilize a lower trend factor for replacement cost, rate
increase that is lower than prior 2 years. Average rate increase for
ports is 12.5%.

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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 The placement is marketed worldwide, including: United
States, London, Bermuda and European capacity
 Program leaders include: Lloyds of London, Lexington (AIG)
and Berkshire Hathaway
 Comprehensive, Manuscript Coverage Form
Property market is showing signs of improving: 1) coverage
changes have already been implemented and appear to have
subsided, 2) markets appear to being achieving rate adequacy,
3) we are seeing signs of improved appetite in general, but
appetite has not extended to ports beyond the main players.
The cyber market is under extreme pressure. Cyber coverage
outside of APIP is more difficult and costly.
Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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$275,000,000
All Risk Limits Vary (including Boiler & Machinery)
for Each Port
 $100,000,000 Business Interruption/Rental Income
 $100,000,000 Per Occurrence Terrorism Coverage
 $ 50,000,000 Earthquake
 $ 50,000,000 Flood
 $ 50,000,000 Extra Expense
 $ 50,000,000 Errors & Omissions
 $ 15,000,000 Blanket Builders Risk
 $ 5,000,000 Miscellaneous Unnamed Locations
 $ 2,500,000 Vacant/Unoccupied Buildings (MUL)*
 $ 25,000,000 Automatic Acquisition Coverage
 $ 1,000,000 Tax Revenue Interruption
 $ 2,000,000 Per Occurrence/$2,000,000 Aggregate
Cyber Liability
 $ 1,000,000 Dredging
 $ 1,000,000 Removal of Wreck
(Non-Owned Vessels)

$100,000,000

$50,000,000

$25,000,000

$10,000,000
$1,000,000
$25,000 All Risk Deductible

*See next slide for clarification
Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Notable 2022 Coverage Change
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Avoid coverage restrictions by identifying and reporting vacant buildings.
Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Alternative Property Program:
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 Alliant worked with Liberty Mutual throughout the year with a goal of improving
terms over last year’s. On 6/21/22 Alliant learned that Liberty will need to
decline quoting due to higher-than-expected costs for reinsurance and lack
of time to to obtain a more cost effective solution.
 Liberty was contemplating $10,000,000 of Earthquake coverage originally.
Coverage was then reduced to $5,000,000 in June before declining.
 Valuation: Liberty was reviewing appraisal work to confirm agreement to remove
the Margin Clause was added the prior year.
 “All Risk” Deductible: Advised it would remain at $100,000 Minimum per last
year’s quote.
 Other sub-limits likely reduced (i.e. Contingent Business Income, etc.)
 The lower Earthquake limit would have further eroded any savings from Liberty
Mutual unless the port is willing to go without the coverage entirely.

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Update on APIP Property Renewal
Pacific
2020 Property,
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Cyber and
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Renewal Proposal
Proposal
Pacific Northwest
Northwest Port
Port Association
Association │
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2022 –
- 2023

 Alliant utilized potential Liberty alternative to negotiate
additional credits
 Pricing improvements as follows:
 Rate increase improved from +12.09% (Property and standard
Cyber) to 1.03%
 Cost improved from $619,111 to $558,025*
*Cost excludes taxes and fees.

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Cyber Insurance Program Renewal
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Coverage

2021 - 2022
Beazley Syndicate
Expiring Program

2022 - 2023
Beazley Syndicate
Renewal Program

Third Party Liability:
Information Security & Privacy Liability

$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate per
Insured / $40,000,000 all Insureds

$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate per
Insured / $45,000,000 all Insureds

Breach Response Costs

$1,000,000 Annual Aggregate
($500,000 for non- Beazley Vendors)

$1,000,000 Annual Aggregate
($500,000 for non- Beazley Vendors)

$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate
$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate

$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate
$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate

$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate

$2,000,000 Annual Aggregate

Cyber Extortion Loss

$750,000 Aggregate Sublimit

$750,000 Aggregate Sublimit

Data Recovery Costs

$750,000 Aggregate Sublimit

$750,000 Aggregate Sublimit

Business Interruption – Security Breach

$750,000 Aggregate Sublimit

$750,000 Aggregate Sublimit

$75,000 Aggregate
$100,000 Aggregate

$75,000 Aggregate
$100,000 Aggregate

$50,000 Per Claim for Ports with TIV
up to $250M; $100,000 Per Claim for
Ports with TIV >$250M and up to
$750M

$50,000 Per Claim for Ports with TIV
up to $250M; $100,000 Per Claim for
Ports with TIV >$250M and up to
$750M

Regulatory Defense & Penalties
Payment Card Liabilities & Costs
Website Media Content Liability
First Party Coverage:

Coverage Endorsements:
Fraudulent Instruction
Computer Hardware Replacement Costs
Retentions:

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Crime Renewal
2022 - 2023
Best’s Rating:
National Union Fire Insurance Company
of Pittsburgh, PA

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022

A (Excellent), Financial Size Category XV ($2 Billion
or greater), as of 10/7/21
Standard & Poor’s Rating: A+, as of 3/29/22
State Covered Status: Admitted

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. | www.alliant.com | CA License No. 0C36861
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Crime Program
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Coverage

Employee Theft – Per Loss

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Forgery or Alteration

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Computer Fraud

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Funds Transfer Fraud

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Money Orders & Counterfeit Currency

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Faithful Performance of Duty

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Money & Securities – Inside/Outside

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Robbery & Safe Burglary

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Credit Card Forgery(Debit or Charge)

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Expense Incurred to
Establish Loss – expanded to include Forgery
Alteration, Outside Premises and Funds Transfer Fraud

$75,000 / $2,500

Impersonation Fraud Coverage –
Primary to other coverage in place

$250,000 / $25,000

Faithful Performance of Duty for Government
Employees

$2,000,000 / $2,500

Bonded Employees Exclusion Deleted

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022

2021 – 2023
National Union
Renewal Program
Limits / Deductible

Yes

Volunteer Workers, other than Fund Solicitors

Included

Non-Compensated Officers and Any Elected /
Appointed Officials

Included

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. | www.alliant.com | CA License No. 0C36861
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TIV / Premium History
Term
Total Insured
Values
Property/ Boiler &
Machinery/Cyber
Premium

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

2022-2023

$124,692,401

$130,499,281

$135,922,391

$147,471,945

$151,187,212

$155,885,055

$178,824,048
(+14.72%)

$218,605*

$251,459*

$285,317*

$354,355*

$444,486*

$481,476*

$558,025*
(+15.90%)

.175

.193(1)

.210

.240

.294(2)

.309(3)

.312
(+1.03%)

Included

Included

Included

Included

$921

$2,946

$6,436

$1,476.50

$1,476.50

$1,476.50

$1,476.50

$1,476.50

$790.82

$790.82

Rate
Cyber Premium –
Included in above

Crime
•

Includes Terrorism / Includes ABS Fee / Does NOT include Surplus Lines Taxes & Fees

OPTIONAL QUOTES:
•

Increase All Risk Deductible from $25,000 to $50,000: Premium Savings of $10,236*

•

Increase All Risk Deductible from $25,000 to $100,000: Premium Savings of $20,000*

•

Reduce Earthquake/Flood Limits to $5,000,000: Premium Savings of $100,000*

(earthquake/flood cost is baked into all-risk premium so difficult to isolate and remove from program cost in order to receive proper credit)

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Disclosures
This proposal of insurance is provided as a matter of convenience and information only. All information included in this proposal, including
but not limited to personal and real property values, locations, operations, products, data, automobile schedules, financial data and loss
experience, is based on facts and representations supplied to Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. by your organization. This proposal does not
reflect any independent study or investigation by Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. or its agents and employees.
Please be advised that this proposal is also expressly conditioned on there being no material change in the risk between the date of this
proposal and the inception date of the proposed policy (including the occurrence of any claim or notice of circumstances that may give rise
to a claim under any policy which the policy being proposed is a renewal or replacement). In the event of such change of risk, the insurer
may, at its sole discretion, modify, or withdraw this proposal, whether or not this offer has already been accepted.
This proposal is not confirmation of insurance and does not add to, extend, amend, change, or alter any coverage in any actual
policy of insurance you may have. All existing policy terms, conditions, exclusions, and limitations apply. For specific
information regarding your insurance coverage, please refer to the policy itself. Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. will not be liable
for any claims arising from or related to information included in or omitted from this proposal of insurance.
Alliant embraces a policy of transparency with respect to its compensation from insurance transactions. Details on our compensation policy,
including the types of income that Alliant may earn on a placement, are available on our website at www.alliant.com. For a copy of our
policy or for any inquiries regarding compensation issues pertaining to your account you may also contact us at: Alliant Insurance Services,
Inc., Attention: General Counsel, 701 B Street, 6th Floor, San Diego, CA 92101.
Analyzing insurers' over-all performance and financial strength is a task that requires specialized skills and in-depth technical understanding
of all aspects of insurance company finances and operations. Insurance brokerages such as Alliant Insurance typically rely upon rating
agencies for this type of market analysis. Both A.M. Best and Standard and Poor's have been industry leaders in this area for many
decades, utilizing a combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis of the information available in formulating their ratings.
A.M. Best has an extensive database of nearly 6,000 Life/Health, Property Casualty and International companies. You can visit them via this
AmBest Consumer Web link. For additional information regarding insurer financial strength ratings visit Standard and Poor's website at
www.standardandpoors.com.

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022
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Other Disclosures / Disclaimers
FATCA:
The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) requires the notification of certain financial accounts to the United States Internal
Revenue Service. Alliant does not provide tax advice so please contact your tax consultant for your obligation regarding FATCA.

NRRA:
(Applicable if the insurance company is non-admitted)
The Non-Admitted and Reinsurance Reform Act (NRRA) went into effect on July 21, 2011. Accordingly, surplus lines tax rates and
regulations are subject to change which could result in an increase or decrease of the total surplus lines taxes and/or fees owed on this
placement. If a change is required, we will promptly notify you. Any additional taxes and/or fees must be promptly remitted to Alliant
Insurance Services, Inc.

Changes and Developments
It is important that we be advised of any changes in your operations, which may have a bearing on the validity and/or adequacy of your
insurance. The types of changes that concern us include, but are not limited to, those listed below:
• Changes in any operations such as expansion to another states, new products, or new applications of existing products.
• Travel to any state not previously disclosed.
• Mergers and/or acquisition of new companies and any change in business ownership, including percentages.
• Any newly assumed contractual liability, granting of indemnities or hold harmless agreements.
• Any changes in existing premises including vacancy, whether temporary or permanent, alterations, demolition, etc. Also, any new
premises either purchased, constructed or occupied
• Circumstances which may require an increased liability insurance limit.
• Any changes in fire or theft protection such as the installation of or disconnection of sprinkler systems, burglar alarms, etc. This
includes any alterations to the system.
• Immediate notification of any changes to a scheduled of equipment, property, vehicles, electronic data processing, etc.
• Property of yours that is in transit, unless previously discussed and/or currently insured.

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. | www.alliant.com | CA License No. 0C36861
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Request to Bind Coverage
Port of Port Angeles
We have reviewed the proposal and agree to the terms and conditions of the coverages presented. We are requesting coverage
to be bound as outlined by coverage line below:

Coverage Line

Bind Coverage For:

Property incl. Expiring EQ/Flood limits
Property w/ $50K Deductible
Property w/ $100K Deductible
Property incl. $5M EQ/Flood coverage limit
Cyber
Crime

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

______________________________________________
Signature of Authorized Insurance Representative

____________________________
Date

This Authorization to Bind Coverage also acknowledges receipt and review of all disclaimers, disclosures, and loss notification
requirements including exposures used to develop insurance terms, contained within this proposal.
This proposal does not constitute a binder of insurance. Binding is subject to final carrier approval. The actual terms and
conditions of the policy will prevail.

Date Issued: 6/23/2022
06/12/2022

Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. | www.alliant.com | CA License No. 0C36861
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REGULAR COMMISSION MEETING
Tuesday, June 14, 2022, at 9:00 am
338 West First Street, Port Angeles, WA 98362
MINUTES

The Regular Commission Meeting will be available to the public in person and remotely. For instructions on how
to connect to the meeting remotely please visit www.portofpa.com/agendacenter

*Time Specific Item at 9:00 am
Steve Burke, Commissioner
Caleb McMahon, Dir. Economic Development
Colleen McAleer, Commissioner
Chris Hartman, Dir. of Engineering
Connie Beauvais, Commissioner
Dan Gase, Airport Mgr.
Geoff James, Executive Director
Chris Rasmussen, Director of Operations
John Nutter, Dir. of Finance & Admin
Braedi Joutsen, Clerk to the Board
*=attended via Zoom

I.

CALL TO ORDER / PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE (0:00-0:46)
Comm. Beauvais called the meeting to order at 9:00 am.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA (0:47-0:53)
•
•
•

III.

Motion to approve agenda: Comm. McAleer
2nd: Comm. Burke
Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)

EARLY PUBLIC COMMENT SESSION
None

IV.

V.

WORK SESSION (29:25-45:39)
A.

Green Link Proposal for Valley Creek Rerouting
Cancelled – will reschedule at a later date

B.

Runway 8/26 Rehab Discussion
• Presentation: John Nutter
• Discussion
• No Action

APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA (45:40-47:54)
A.

Regular Commission Meeting Minutes, May 10, 2022

B.

Vouchers in the amount of $817,958.16
•
•
•
•

Discussion
Motion to approve consent agenda: Comm. Beauvais
2nd: Comm. McAleer
Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)
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VI.

COMPLETION OF RECORDS (47:55-48:14)
A.

VII.

VIII.

Monthly Delegation of Authority Report
• Discussion
• No Action

PLANNING AND CAPITAL PROJECTS (48:15-1:09:19)
A.

T1 and T3 Repairs – Professional Service Agreement
• Presentation: Chris Hartman
• Discussion
• Motion to authorize the Executive Director to execute a Professional Service
Agreement with WSP USA for Terminal 1 and 3 Repairs Design in the
amount not to exceed $102,000: Comm. McAleer
• 2nd: Comm. Burke
• Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)

B.

Floating Dry Dock Feasibility Study – Professional Service Agreement
• Presentation: Chris Hartman
• Discussion
• Motion to authorize the Executive Director to execute a Professional Service
Agreement with KPFF Consulting Engineers for the Floating Dry Dock
Feasibility Study in an amount not to exceed $62,500: Comm. Burke
• 2nd: Comm. McAleer
• Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)

LOG YARD
No items

IX.

MARINE TRADES AND MARINE TERMINALS
No items

X.

PROPERTY (1:09:20-1:53:34), (2:05:01-2:31:07)
A.

IFD - Leasing Policy
• Presentation: Caleb McMahon
• Discussion
• No Action
• Revisited this item after executive session

B.

IFC - Real Estate Services
• Presentation: Caleb McMahon
• Discussion
• No Action
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XI.

C.

IFD – Leasing Rate & Terms at Airport Properties
• Presentation: Caleb McMahon
• Discussion
• No Action

D.

IFD - Month to Month Lease Update
• Presentation: Caleb McMahon
• Discussion
• No Action

MARINAS (1:53:35-2:02:00), (2:31:08-2:46:59)
A.

Comm. Beauvais recessed the meeting into executive session at 11:05 am

•
XII.

Fuel Purchasing Procedure
• Presentation: Chris Rasmussen, John Nutter
• Discussion
• No Action

AIRPORTS
No items

XIII.

OTHER BUSINESS (0:54-29:24)
A.

Resolution 22-1259, In Recognition of Chris Rasmussen *Time Specific @ 9:00 am
• Discussion
• Motion to introduce Resolution 22-1259, a resolution in recognition of Chris
Rasmussen’s service to the Port of Port Angeles: Comm. McAleer
• 2nd: Comm. Burke
• Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)
• Motion to waive second consideration: Comm. Beauvais
• 2nd: Comm. McAleer
• Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)
• Motion to introduce Resolution 22-1259, a resolution in recognition of Chris
Rasmussen’s service to the Port of Port Angeles: Comm. McAleer
• 2nd: Comm. Burke
• Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)

B.

Resolution 22-1260, In Recognition of Dan Gase *Time Specific @ 9:15 am
• Discussion
• Motion to introduce Resolution 22-1260, a resolution in recognition of Dan
Gase’s service to the Port of Port Angeles: Comm. McAleer
• 2nd: Comm. Burke
• Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)
• Motion to waive second consideration: Comm. Beauvais
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• 2nd: Comm. McAleer

•
•
•
•
XIV.

Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)
Motion to introduce Resolution 22-1260, a resolution in recognition of Dan
Gase’s service to the Port of Port Angeles: Comm. McAleer
2nd: Comm. Burke
Vote: 3-0 (Unanimous)

COMMISSIONER REPORTS (2:47:00-2:51:04)
Comm. Beauvais shared her experiences from being at the recent Airport Appreciation
and Fly-In day. She would like to see a better turn out for the bus tours next year.

XV.

ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA
None

XVI.

PUBLIC COMMENT SESSION (2:51:05-2:51:10)
None.

XVII. FUTURE AGENDA
XVIII. NEXT MEETINGS (2:51:11-2:51:19)

XIX.

XX.

A.

June 28, 2022 – Regular Commission Meeting

B.

July 12, 2022 – Regular Commission Meeting

C.

July 26, 2022 – Regular Commission Meeting

UPCOMING EVENTS (2:51:20-2:52:26)
A.

WPPA Director Seminar – July 14-15, 2022 – Bellingham, WA

B.

WPPA Commissioner Seminar – July 25-27, 2022 - Walla Walla, WA

C.

WPPA Environmental Seminar – September 22-23, 2022 – Leavenworth, WA

D.

WPPA Small Ports Seminar – October 20-21, 2022 – Leavenworth, WA

BROWN BAG LUNCH AND OPEN DISCUSSION WITH THE COMMISSION
Not Conducted

XXI.

EXECUTIVE SESSION (2:02:01-2:05:00)
The Board may recess into Executive Session for those purposes authorized under
Chapter 42.30 RCW, The Open Public Meetings Act.
•

Comm. Beauvais advised the Commission would convene an Executive Session;
anticipated length of executive session is 2 ½ hours. The Commission may take
action following the Executive Session.
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•

•
•
•
•

Discussion: Four items of current or potential litigation pursuant to RCW
42.30.110(1)(i). Three items of real estate sale, purchase, or lease if a likelihood
that disclosure would increase price. Discussing such matters in executive session
is appropriate pursuant to RCW 42.30.110(1)(b)
Start Time: 11:05 am
Recess: 2 minutes
Extended: 95 minutes
End Time: 3:05 pm

Public Session of Commission Meeting Reconvened: 3:05 pm
XXII. ADJOURN (2:52:27-2:52:38)
Comm. Beauvais adjourned the meeting at 3:52 pm.
PORT OF PORT ANGELES
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

__________________________
Connie Beauvais, President
_______________________________
Steven Burke, Secretary
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PORT OF PORT ANGELES
GENERAL FUND – LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
VOUCHER APPROVAL
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify under penalty of perjury that the materials have been furnished,
the services rendered, or the labor performed as described herein, that any advance payment is due and
payable pursuant to a contract or is available as an option for full or partial fulfillment of a contractual
obligation, and that the claim is a just, due, and unpaid obligation against the Port of Port Angeles, and
that we are authorized to authenticate and certify to said claim.

SUMMARY TRANSMITTAL June 10, 2022 – June 22, 2022
Accounts Payable
For General Expenses and Construction
Accts Payable Checks (computer)
VOIDED/ZERO PAYABLE CHECKS
Accts Payable ACH
ACH
Wire Transfer – Excise Tax
Wire Trandfer - Leasehold Tax
Wire Transfer - PMA (Longshore Payroll)
Total General Expenses and Construction
Payroll
Employee Payroll – Draws Checks
Employee Payroll Checks Draw - (Direct Dep)
Voided Payroll Check
Voided Checks ==Stub Overrun==

Begin
Check #

End
Check #

416184
414739
000804

806009

416225 $
$
000836 $
$
$
$
$

103,382.00
(2,259.98)
144,818.73
-

$

245,940.75

$
806031 $
$

29,975.00
-

Employee Payroll Chks PPD - Checks
Employee Payroll Checks PPD (Direct Dep)
Voided checks (stub overrun)

$
$

-

Voided direct deposit chks
Wire Transfer – (Payroll Taxes, Retirement, Deferred Comp, L&I, OASI, PMFL)

$
$

-

Total Payroll
Total General Exp & Payroll

$
$

29,975.00
275,915.75

Date: June 28, 2022
_____________________________
Port Representative

______________________________
Port Representative

______________________________
Commissioner, Steven D. Burke
______________________________
Commissioner, Connie Beauvais
______________________________
Commissioner, Colleen McAleer
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ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE
BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
June 28, 2022
SUBJECT:

Minimum Revenue Guarantee Program

STAFF LEAD:

Caleb McMahon, Director of Economic Development

RCW & POLICY REQUIREMENTS:
RCW 14.08.020
The Legislature has declared that the establishment of airport operations is a critical
public function and constitutes a public necessity.
RCW 14.08.120(6)
A municipal corporation that operates an airport is authorized to “determine the charges
or rental for the use of any properties under its control and the charges for any services
or accommodations, and the terms and conditions under which such properties may be
used[.]”
RCW 14.08.120(8)
A municipal corporation that operates an airport is further authorized to “make airport
property available for less than fair market rental value under very limited conditions
provided that prior to the lease or contract authorizing such use the airport operator’s
board, commission, or council has (a) adopted a policy that establishes that such lease
or other contract enhances the public acceptance of the airport and serves the airport’s
business interest and (b) adopted procedures for approval of such lease or other
contract.”
RCW 14.08.160(1)
A municipal corporation that operates an airport is “authorized to accept, receive, and
receipt for federal moneys and other moneys, either public or private, for the acquisition,
construction, enlargement, improvement, maintenance, equipment, or operation of
airports and other air navigation facilities and sites therefor, and to comply with the
provisions of the laws of the United States and any rules and regulations made thereunder
for the expenditure of federal moneys upon airports and other air navigation facilities.”
Note: Pursuant to this statutory authorization, the Port applied for, and awarded,
federal grant moneys from the US Department of Transportations “Small
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Community Air Service Development Program” (SCASDP), Grant #DOT-OST2016-0037-0022 on September 14, 2016 in the amount of $200,000.00. The Port
has been granted multiple extensions to the award.
The scope of the SCASDP Grant includes: Paragraph C.2, Grant Project: Minimum
revenue guarantee (MRG) and marketing program to recruit, initiate, and support
new daily service between Fairchild Airport, Port Angeles, WA, and SeattleTacoma International Airport, (SEA).
Port of Port Angeles – Strategic Plan:
Establish and maintain sustainable air service at Fairchild International Airport, Secure
TSA service if available.
UPDATED BACKGROUND:
An IFC with on the same subject was presented on April 27, 2021 with the background
below. This grant has been extended another year to expire in 2023. Due to inflation, gas
prices and other economic issues, we have suggested increasing the Minimum Revenue
Threshold.
BACKGROUND
The Port of Port Angeles adopted an Air Service Incentive Program on January 28, 2020.
Vital pieces of the local air service puzzle are now within reach, which include:
1. The SCASDP Grant funds are available through January 11, 2023.
additional one year of grant funding is likely available if needed.

An

2. The Port of Port Angeles established an Air Service Incentive Program in 2020.
3. The Port of Port Angeles has been in discussions with Dash Air Shuttle Inc
since July 2020. Port staff has reviewed the airlines business plan and believe
it to be viable and will soon be positioned to begin scheduled air service
between the William R. Fairchild International airport (CLM) and SeaTac
International airport (SEA).
4. The local business community anxiously waits for scheduled CLM to SEA air
service to begin. Recent presentations and interviews with over twenty local
Aviation Stakeholders/employers have confirmed a high level of local support
and enthusiasm for service to begin.
5. Airport staff continues to receive significant numbers of inquiries from the
leisure traveler segment of the traveling public. Calls originate from the local
area, general Pacific Northwest locations and many out of state travelers. They
are all seeking ways to fly to/from Port Angeles rather than making the 2.5+
hour drive.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
None
FISCAL IMPACT:
On January 28, 2020 the Port Commission adopted Resolution #20-1211, the Air
Service Incentive Program, for the purpose of attracting commercial air service between
Port Angeles and SeaTac. A minimum revenue guarantee provision is included in the
incentive program. Fiscal impacts include:
1. Each new flight at CLM has a calculated economic benefit of $1,042.33 to the
region based on WSDOT’s Airport Economic Impact Calculator. The value of 4X
per day service has an annual regional economic benefit of $3,043,594. The
assumptions include the use of an 8-seat aircraft and a 75% load factor.
2. The Port currently receives FAA funding for airport improvements in the amount of
$150,000 annually. This amount is an established amount for an airport that has
less than 10,000 annual passenger enplanements. Surpassing the 10,000 annual
passenger counts will increase our FAA funding to $1,000,000.
3. The incentive program may incur the following direct and/or indirect costs:
•

Waived landing fees based upon 4 flights per day, 365 days per year = $18,104
per year ($12.04 x 4 x 365 days)

•

Waived Terminal Space rent = $1,710 per year (216 SF x $0.66/SF x 12)

•

$200,000 in Small Community Air Service Development Program (SCASDP)
funds is available for the MRG. The SCASDP funds are a match and require
the Port to incur their share per the following schedule:
Federal Share:

$200,000.00 (60%)

Port Share:

$133,000.00 (40%)

Total SCASDP Project Costs:

$333,000.00 (100%)

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Authorize the Executive Director to sign the revised Minimum Revenue Guarantee with
a qualified airline wishing to provide commercial air service at Fairchild International
Airport.
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ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE
BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
June 28, 2022
SUBJECT: Resolution 22-1262 Delegation of Authority
STAFF LEAD: Geoff James, Executive Director
RCW & POLICY REQUIREMENTS:
The Revised Code of Washington (RCW) authorizes the commission of a port authority
to delegate certain powers to its managing official:
The commission may delegate to the managing official of a port district
such administerial powers and duties of the commission as it may deem
proper for the efficient and proper management of port district operations.
Any such delegation shall be authorized by appropriate resolution of the
commission, which resolution must also establish guidelines and
procedures for the managing official to follow.
RCW 53.12.270(1). Pursuant to this statute, the Commission adopted a “Delegation of
Authority,” conferring certain authorities to the Executive Director. Implicit in this statutory
grant is the authority to revise/amend the delegation as needed.
Moreover, certain powers conferred to the Executive Director, and contained in the
current delegation of authority, require renewal on a “year to year” basis. See e.g. RCW
53.08.090(1) and Delegation of Authority, art XIII, concerning the sale of property less
than $10,000 (amended annually by a price increase index from the Office of Financial
Management).
BACKGROUND:
The Port’s current Delegation of Authority requires the Port Commission to review, revise
(if needed), and approve the delegation annually, specifically regarding Sale of Real or
Personal Property (RCW 53.08.90).
ANALYSIS:
Attached is a revision to the current Delegation of Authority with changes indicated.
Some of the specific revisions include:
1. Redelegation from the Executive Officer will be periodically reviewed.
2. Subleasing should be in line with the originally approved use of the property.
3. Provided information concerning what “good standing” means.
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4. Clarifies growth on public contracts that if a cumulative growth reaches $50,000,
the Commission will have to reapprove the new project cost.
5. Increases the Sale of Personal property authority to $19,857 based upon CPI
adjustment using U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: None
FISCAL IMPACT: None
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Introduce, review and discuss Resolution No. 22-1262, renewing the Delegation
of Authority to the Executive Officer.
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22-1262

RESOLUTION OF THE PORT OF PORT ANGELES RENEWING THE
DELEGATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY TO THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

WHEREAS, under RCW 53.12.270, the Port Commission of the
Port of Port Angeles is authorized to delegate to the Executive Director
of the Port of Port Angeles such administrative powers and duties as
the Commission may deem proper for the efficient and proper
management of Port operations;
WHEREAS, the Delegation of Authority Resolution serves as
the directive by which the Commission delegates certain authority,
otherwise retained by the Commission to the Port of Port Angeles
Executive Director, and
WHEREAS, said Delegation must be revised periodically as
circumstances require to ensure the Port is able to address its day-today operational needs; and
WHEREAS, state law and said Delegation requires certain
authority conferred to the Executive Director to be renewed on an
annual basis;
WHEREAS, in Resolution No. 21-1232 and Resolution No. 211236, the Port Commission delegated to its Executive Director certain
authority for the management and operations of the Port;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Resolutions 21-1232 and
21-1236 are hereby rescinded, and the Port of Port Angeles
Delegation of Administrative Authority to the Executive Director, as set
forth in Exhibit A attached hereto and by this reference incorporated
herein, is adopted and renewed for the purpose of establishing the
administrative authority of the Executive Director.
ADOPTED by the Port Commission of the Port of Port Angeles at a
regular meeting thereof held this 12th day of July 2022.
PORT OF PORT ANGELES
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

Connie L. Beauvais, President

Colleen M. McAleer, Vice President

Steve D. Burke, Secretary
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Exhibit A
Delegation of Administrative Authority to the Executive Director
I.

Forward:

A. The following policy is adopted by the Commission of the Port of Port
Angeles for the purpose of establishing the administrative powers and duties of the
Executive Director who is responsible for Port operations. The Executive Director may
delegate to Port personnel such administrative authority or reporting requirements
herein established as is necessary and advisable in the efficient exercise of the
Executive Director’s powers and duties.
B. This policy shall not be interpreted to limit the duties or responsibilities of
the Executive Director as those duties are determined from time-to-time by the
Commission. In case of a short-term absence, the Executive Director may designate
one or more senior Port staff to act in the place of the Executive Director with regard to
the powers and duties herein. However, ultimate responsibility for all administration and
Port operations of the Port rests with the Executive Director.
C. To implement delegations of authority to Port personnel, the Executive
Director may promulgate policy and procedural manuals, monetary and budgetary
directives, and other such documents as personnel position descriptions, affirmative
action plans, safety manuals, etc. which shall provide a clear span of authority and
responsibility to the designees of the Executive Director. Any delegation to Staff shall
be in writing and will require periodic review/reauthorization by the Executive Director.
D. Any Commission directives or initiatives shall be made through the
Executive Director and shall be made only by the Commission acting as a body of the
whole. Those directives include, but are not limited to, the separately adopted travel
policy, tariff schedules, financial guidelines, promotional hosting policy, and standard
rental policy.
E. The phrase “administration and Port operations”, as used herein, means
the regular day-to-day business of the Port, including, but not limited to, operating,
maintaining, and administering all of its properties, leasehold properties, facilities
services and programs; including the implementation of construction work, alterations,
repairs, maintenance, and improvements of the Port’s real estate and physical facilities;
and, the necessary planning incidental thereto; the conduct of financial accounting and
legal matters as they relate to the Port’s operation; the administration of all other
operations which include personnel administration (i.e., hiring, firing, salary and
benefits, training, grievance procedures, task and project assignments, employee
training and incentive programs, etc.); the execution and administration of contracts;
publish legal notices; and, all other pertinent functions.
F. The Executive Director shall inform the Commission regarding significant
information, incidents, and business transactions by methods agreeable to the
Commission. The Executive Director shall report monthly to the Commission those
actions as within this delegation. The Executive Director is the managing official of the
Port, appointed by the Commission, and holds office as their representative. Nothing
herein should be construed in any way as abrogating the duties and the responsibilities
1
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of the Commission.
II.

POLICY GOVERNING REAL PROPERTY AND THE PORT TERMINALS:

A. Lease Arrangements: All real property when available for leasing shall,
except as otherwise provided herein below, be leased only under an appropriate written
lease instrument, executed by the Commission, and accompanied by a lease bond or
other form of security in accordance with law. Further guidance to Port Staff concerning
Lease rates, terms and considerations is contained in the Port’s Lease Policy.
Additionally, the Executive Director may execute short term leases (terms of one year or
less) subject to all the following conditions:
1. The appropriate lease surety must be in place consistent with statutory
requirements and the Port’s standard form of lease, except for State and Federal
leases that require the use of the tenant’s lease form as long as the content of the
lease form does not materially change the Port’s intent in its standard lease form.
2. The arrangements for short term occupancy shall be evidenced by the
Port’s standard form of lease (except that any clearly inapplicable provision or
provisions inconsistent with the policy herein set out shall be deleted from the standard
form).
3. The amount of the rental shall be in accordance with the rental
revenue standards adopted by the Commission for similar Port property of the same or
similar class and type and devoted to similar uses.
4. The use to which the property may be put by the tenant shall be
expressly stated and shall be in accordance with the standards of use adopted by the
Commission for the same or similar Port property or properties.
5. The lease may not be renewed or otherwise extended beyond three
years without Commission approval.
B. Sublease Procedures: Leases, concession agreements, operating
agreements, and related contracts between the Port and its tenants, concessionaires,
and other parties shall include restrictions on the subleasing and require at a minimum
the prior written consent of the Port to such subleases. Subject to the provisions of the
lease or agreement, the Executive Director is authorized to grant consents to subleases
which for the purposes hereof shall include sub operating agreements and sub
concession agreements; given that there is less than one year remaining on the lease,
has a similar use as adopted by the Commission for the same or similar Port property,
the Lessee is not in default or “holdover” status and the material terms of the lease
agreement are unchanged.
C. Other Lease Documents: The Executive Director is authorized to execute
the following property instruments, subject to the terms specified herein:
1. Easements for purposes of utility installments only.
2. Short-term agreements (less than one year) for the use of Port-owned
equipment, airport hangars, marina slips and storage areas, in keeping with the Port
2
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Lease and Property Use Policy.
3. Business Licenses and Licenses to Operate.
4. Aquatic land leases with the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources to accommodate leasehold property leases consistent with the Port
Management Agreement.
5. Binding site plans and short plats consistent with Port master plans in
order to activate leasehold interests.
6. Changes in name of responsible party to the lease if all other
conditions, including primary ownership, remain the same.
7. Lease assignments for purposes of collateral and lease assignments
for purposes of a single airport condominium unit conveyance (change of ownership)
where there is an established condominium association as the Lessee.
8. Response to estoppels and attornments.
D. Lease Renewals: The Executive Director is authorized to renew leases for
terms of up to five years provided such renewals are provided for in the basic lease; all
other substantive terms of the lease remain unchanged; rental rate adjustments
provided for in the lease are made; and the lessee is in good standing 1. The Executive
Director shall report the execution of any such lease option to the Commission as soon
as practicable.
E. Lease Enforcement and Lease Terminations: The Executive Director, in
coordination with legal counsel is authorized to enforce all terms and conditions of Port
leases. The Executive Director is authorized to issue all appropriate notices of default
and/or notices of termination with regard to Port leases. The Executive Director is
authorized to terminate any lease under the terms and conditions therein. Upon
termination, the Executive Director is authorized to take all steps necessary to retake
possession of the leasehold and recover for the Port all sums due the Port pursuant to
the lease and the law. The Executive Director shall keep the Commission informed with
respect to lessees prior to issuing default notices or termination notices.
F. Realtors Compensation Program: The Executive Director is authorized to
make payments for real estate services consistent with the Commission’s adopted
Lease and Property Use Policy and within the lease authority of Section II.A.
G. Lay Berth Agreements: The Executive Director is authorized to execute Lay
Berth Agreements for a term not to exceed one year to allow a vessel to berth on a daily
or monthly basis at the Port’s Terminals. The Executive Director shall keep the
Commission informed with respect to these agreements.
H. Cargo Throughput, Logyard and usage of Port Facilities Agreements: The
Executive Director is authorized to negotiate terms, conditions, and charges for services
1.
A tenant in “good standing” is in FULL compliance with all obligations in their current or past lease
agreements includes inter alia timely payment of rent, adherence to specific terms of lease (property
usage, etc.), adherence to property boundaries, promotion of the Port, adherence to local/state/federal
rules and regulations, adherence to Port regulations (notification of tenant improvements, permission,
notice, etc.), and exercises good faith in its dealings with the Port.
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related to moving cargo across the Port’s Terminals and Log yard which deviate from
the published Tariff when (i) in the course of business it is necessary to deviate from the
Tariff to capture new revenue or retain existing business relationships, and (ii) such
agreements will not require the expenditure of any unbudgeted capital improvements or
operating funds, and (iii) the term of the agreements shall not exceed one year. The
Executive Director shall keep the Commission informed with respect to these
agreements.
III.

POLICY GOVERNING CONTRACTS FOR PERFORMANCE OF PUBLIC
WORK:

A. Public Work Contract Awards: The Executive Director shall have the
responsibility for following all required statutory procedures in connection with all
public work contracts as outlined in RCW 39. The Executive Director is authorized to
carry out all procedures required by applicable statutes preliminary to the acts required
to be performed by the Commission at an open meeting. The Executive Director may,
without prior Commission approval, execute on behalf of the Port public work
contracts for $50,000 2 or less so long as the expenditure is within the approved
budget. In addition, the Executive Director may, without prior Commission approval,
execute on behalf of the Port, public work contracts for public work identified in a
specific budgetary line item and where the contract price and all other charges do not
exceed the amount authorized in that specific budgetary line item by ten percent
(10%), but in no case in excess of a cumulative amount of $50,000 on the project.
Any contract awarded that does not exceed $50,000 shall be reported to the
Commission at the first regularly scheduled meeting of the following month.
B. Emergency Public Work Contracts: When any emergency shall require the
immediate execution of a public work contract, the Executive Director, pursuant to the
procedures of RCW 39.04.020 (and as amended), is authorized to make a finding of
the existence of such emergency and execute any public work contract necessary to
respond to the existing emergency, provided that the Executive Director shall, at the
first Commission meeting following the Executive Director’s finding (not to exceed two
weeks) of the existence of an emergency, request Port Commission ratification of the
finding of an emergency and any contract awarded or executed pursuant to this
authority. From the inception of any such emergency, the Executive Director shall
continuously advise the Commission of the status of the emergency situation and the
progress of any such public work contracts executed to remedy the emergency.
Emergency public work contracts executed pursuant to the authority herein shall
contain a clause which states that the contract is subject to ratification by the
Commission and that if ratification does not follow, the contract shall terminate, and the
2.
For projects, where the cost of the work or improvement, including costs of materials, supplies
and equipment, will not exceed the sum of $40,000, Ports can use RCW 53.08.120.2(c) where no bids
are required. The Port shall make its best effort to reach out to qualified contractors, including certified
minority and woman- owned contractors.
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Contractor shall be compensated for his work and materials used to the time of
termination.
C. Change Orders: In the instances where public work contracts have been
awarded and under which the work is in progress, and individual changes in plans
and/or specifications are necessitated in order to properly accomplish the work, the
Executive Director is authorized, without prior Commission approval, to execute
individual change orders to the contract if the following conditions are met:
1. The estimated cost of the aggregate changes in plans and/or
specifications and all other charges will not exceed the specific budgetary line item,
$50,000.00 or 10% of the last Commission-approved total.
2. The contract provides for issuance of change orders.
D. Final Acceptance of Contracts: The Executive Director may give final
acceptance of completed public works projects where total cost do not exceed
$300,000.
IV

POLICY GOVERNING CONTRACTS FOR ACQUISITION OF MATERIALS,
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

A. Items Acquired for Normal Maintenance and Operation in the Open
Market: The Executive Director shall have the responsibility for following all required
statutory procedures, where applicable, in connection with all contracts for the
acquisition of utilities, materials, equipment, and supplies; provided, however, that
where utilities, materials, equipment, and supplies are acquired on the open market or
pursuant to published tariffs and used or are necessary in normal maintenance and
operations of the Port, no prior approval shall be required but shall where appropriate
be approved as a part of normal monthly expenses, and further, provided that in all
cases where a statutory requirement exists for award of contracts following competitive
bidding.
B. Budgeted Acquisitions or Acquisitions of $50,000, or less: The Executive
Director may, without prior Commission approval, execute on behalf of the Port,
contracts for materials, equipment, and supplies (where the acquisition does not meet
the criteria of Section IV.A above) for $50,000 or less so long as the expenditure is
within the limits of overall budgetary constraints. In addition, the Executive Director
may, without prior Commission approval, execute on behalf of the Port, contracts for
materials, equipment, or supplies identified in a specific budgetary line item and where
the contract price does not exceed the amount authorized in that specific budgetary line
item by ten percent (10%).
C. Emergency Contracts for Acquisition of Materials, Equipment, Supplies,
and Services: When an emergency shall require the immediate acquisition of materials,
equipment, supplies, and services, the Executive Director is authorized to make a
finding of the existence of such emergency and execute any contract for acquisition of
materials, equipment, supplies, and services (subject to the Port of Port Angeles
Personal Service Agreement and Contracting Policy) necessary to respond to the
existing emergency, provided that the Executive Director shall, at the first Commission
5
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meeting following the Executive Director’s finding of the existence of an emergency,
request Port Commission ratification of the finding of an emergency and any contract
awarded or executed pursuant to this authority. From the inception of any such
emergency, the Executive Director shall continuously advise the Commission of the
status of the emergency situation and the progress of any such public work contracts
executed to remedy the emergency. Emergency acquisition contracts executed
pursuant to the authority herein shall contain a clause which states that the contract is
subject to ratification by the Commission and that if ratification does not follow, contract
shall terminate, and the Contractor shall be compensated for work and materials used
to the time of termination.
E. Performance of Work by Port Crews. The Executive Director is authorized
to approve individual capital projects that are to be carried out by Port crews, or day
labor when deemed appropriate, when the total estimated cost for labor and materials
does not exceed $50,000. Prior Commission approval is required for any such projects
when the total estimated cost for labor and materials exceeds $50,000. For projects that
exceed $40,000 the Port shall determine if contracting out construction would be less
expensive than Port labor per RCW 53.08.135.
V.

POLICY GOVERNING ADJUSTMENT AND SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS AND
PENALTIES (EXCLUDING THOSE COVERED BY PARAGRAPH XIV):

A. Procedure for Settling Claims: The Executive Director shall be
responsible for the implementation of necessary procedures for the settlement of all
claims, either against or on behalf of the Port. Procedures in the handling of such
claims shall, at a minimum, include the following:
1. For purpose of this Section, “claim” shall mean the assertion of any
position, penalty, right, or responsibility by or against the Port, its Commissioners, or
employees, but not including uncollectible accounts as covered in Section X.
2. No claims against the Port shall be considered unless and until proper
written notice has been provided to the Port.
3. All claims for or against the Port may be processed in all respects
(except for their final approval and payment) by the Executive Director or Legal
Counsel.
4. Except as provided under Section V.B, no claims shall be finally
approved for settlement except by the Commission and no claim shall be paid except as
authorized by the Commission.
B. Executive Director’s Authority to Settle Claims: The Executive Director
may, with the written concurrence of legal counsel, negotiate and settle claim(s)
asserted against the Port or claims asserted by the Port for an amount not to exceed
$25,000 or the Port’s applicable insurance deductible amount may be adjusted, for a
single incident; provided that the claim(s) seek only money damages and do not
personally name or assert a claim against a Commissioner. All claims over the amount
of $7,500 shall be reported to the Commission as soon as practicable.
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VI.

POLICY GOVERNING ARRANGEMENTS FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
CONSULTANT SERVICES:

A. Executive Director’s Authority: The Executive Director is authorized to
contract professional services with qualified architectural, engineering and technical
testing and inspection firms licensed in the State of Washington, to provide such
services as required for maintenance, preliminary engineering work, and small projects,
and for similar purposes reasonably required in connection with public works. The
procurement of and payment for professional services shall be accomplished in
accordance with RCW 53.19 .090 and RCW 53.19.080 along with the procedures
to obtain professional services specified RCW 39.80. The aggregate cost for the
professional and consulting services shall be less than $50,000 and not exceed the
amount authorized in that specific budgetary line item by ten percent (10%).
B. Sole Source Contracts 3 The Executive Director is authorized to execute
sole source contracts for services less than $50,000 in value. For purposes of this
section, and as provided in RCW 53.19.010, “sole source” means a consultant providing
professional or technical expertise of such a unique nature that the consultant is clearly
and justifiably the only practicable source to provide the service. The justification shall
be based on the uniqueness of the service, sole availability at the location required, or
warranty or defect correction service obligations of the consultant. The Executive
Director shall inform the Commission at the first regularly scheduled meeting of the
following month of all actions undertaken under this section without prior Commission
approval.
VII.

POLICY GOVERNING TRAVEL OF EMPLOYEES AND OTHER
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PORT:

A. Executive Director’s Authority: To facilitate necessary normal Port
operations, the Executive Director may authorize travel by Port employees and/or other
Port representatives for Port business, in accordance with the Port’s Travel Policy
adopted pursuant to RCW 53.08.176 and RCW 42.24.090. Reimbursable personal
travel expenses per trip shall not exceed $5,000 per person without advance approval
by the Commission.
VIII.

POLICY GOVERNING STAFF AND EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATION:

A. Executive Director’s Authority: The Executive Director shall have the
authority to manage all personnel matters for Port employees and staff which includes
hiring, firing, training, grievance procedures, employee benefits, and administration of
the employee salary schedule and incentive programs. The Executive Director shall
carry out these responsibilities according to state and local guidelines and policies and
within overall budgetary constraints. The Executive Director will inform the Commission
3.
Pursuant to RCW 53.19.040, sole source contracts shall be filed with the Commission and made
available for public inspection prior to the proposed starting date of the contract. Documented justification
for sole source contracts shall be provided to the Commission when the contract is filed to ensure that the
costs, fees, or rates negotiated are reasonable.
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of actions being taken in the event the action may result in public notice or litigation.
IX.

POLICY GOVERNING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S AUTHORITY FOR
PROPERTY ACQUISITIONS AND SALES:

A. Executive Director’s Authority: When the Port Commission authorizes the
acquisition of real property by purchase or condemnation, the Executive Director shall
take all necessary steps, including the securing of appraisals, to secure title of such
property for the Port. Acquisition price of individual properties (or ownerships) shall in
no case exceed the Port’s appraisal by ten percent (10%), nor shall the total price
paid for all properties exceed the estimates of the Port Commission’s authorization
without further specific Commission authorization.
B.
Execution of Documents of Sale: The sale of real property is reserved
to the specific Commission authorization. When the Commission authorizes the sale
of real property, the Executive Director shall take all necessary steps to complete
the transaction, including, but not limited to, accepting deposits, opening escrow, and
signing all necessary documents.
X.

POLICY GOVERNING DISPOSITION OF UNCOLLECTIBLE ACCOUNTS:

A. Definition of “Write-off”: The term “write-off” means the adjustment of the
accounting records of the Port to reflect the fact that the account is uncollectible in
the normal course of operations. The Executive Director may authorize Legal
Counsel to initiate or continue with legal action to collect an account without regard
to whether the account has been written off the accounting records of the Port.
B. Procedures: The Executive Director is authorized to establish
procedures for and to write off any uncollectible account in the amount of $1,000
or less subject to the following general guidelines and in accordance with
RCW 19.16.500:
1. Prior to writing off any account receivable or uncollectible, the
Executive Director shall be satisfied that every reasonable effort has been made by
the Port to accomplish the collection of the account.
2. The Executive Director may, as appropriate, authorize legal action in
the proper court of law, or assign the account to a collection agency, while keeping
the Commission informed. If, after attempting all normal account collections
procedures, an account remains uncollectible after 180 days, the Executive Director
may write off the account.
3. Any account in excess of $1,000 which is deemed to be uncollectible
shall be referred to the Commission for final write-off.
XI.

POLICY GOVERNING LEASE SURETY, SURETY BONDS, RENTAL
DEPOSITS, AND INSURANCE POLICIES:

A. Authority of the Executive Director: The Executive Director or his
designee is authorized to take all necessary actions on behalf of the Commission in
connection with lease surety, lease surety bonds, assignments of accounts, rental
8
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deposits, or insurance coverage required pursuant to any leases of the Port,
including any of the following actions:
1. Where the lease is not in default, to release any surety, surety bond, or
rental deposit where an adequate substitute surety or rental deposit has been provided.
To approve any surety, surety bond, rental deposit, certificate of insurance, or insurance
policies submitted in fulfillment of the requirements of any lease, including substitute or
replacement coverage for any terminated bond, surety, or rental insurance.
2. To approve any substitute or modifications of surety or insurance
coverage, and to release any surety or insurance company when substitute or
replacement insurance coverage has been provided in connection with any outstanding
lease of the Port.
XII.

POLICY GOVERNING SALE OF PROPERTY:

A. Sale of Property: The Executive Director is authorized, pursuant to RCW
53.08.090, to sell and convey surplus personal property of the Port subject to the
following conditions being met:
1. The market value of the personal property is less than $19,857.
2. Prior to any such sale or conveyance, the Executive Director shall
itemize and list the property to be sold and make written certification to the Commission
that the listed property is no longer needed for Port purposes.
3. Offers for purchase are solicited from at least three (3) parties,
whenever possible.
4. Any large block of such property having a value in excess of
$19,857 shall not be divided into components of a lesser value and sold unless done
so by public competitive bid.
5. Property which is part of the comprehensive plan of improvement or
modification thereof shall not be disposed of until the comprehensive plan has been
modified pursuant to RCW 53.20.010 and until such property is found to be surplus to
Port needs.
B. The sale of surplus personal property to Port officials or employees shall
be restricted to public auctions, or consignment for bid, where the process is managed
by a third-party vendor, and all interested parties have equal opportunity in the bidding
process.
C. The Executive Director shall itemize and list the personal property to be
disposed and shall make written certification to the Commission that the listed property
was no longer needed for Port District purposes.
1. If the Executive Director is unable after reasonable effort to dispose of
the property by sale, either through a publicly advertised competitive bidding process or
sale by negotiation, the Executive Director may dispose of surplus personal property by
donation to a Clallam County tax-exempt organization, municipal corporation, tribal
government or by delivery to the local transfer station or recycling center.
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2. If a single item of personal property has an estimated value of $200 or
less, and the Executive Director reasonably determines that the expense of disposing of
the property by sale exceeds any benefit the Port may receive from the sale, the
Executive Director may dispose of the property by donation to a Clallam County taxexempt organization, municipal corporation, tribal government or by delivery to the local
transfer station or recycling center.
XIII.

POLICY GOVERNING INVESTMENT OF TEMPORARILY IDLE PORT
FUNDS:

A. Authority of the Executive Director: For purposes of this Section,
“Temporarily Idle Port Funds” shall mean those funds which are not required for
immediate expenditure. In accordance with the Port of Port Angeles Investment Policy,
the Executive Director is authorized to direct the investment of temporarily idle Port
funds. These directives shall permit, but shall not be limited to, investments in
authorized government securities, sale of such investment and necessary interfund
transfers. A summary report of all investments, sales, and interfund transfers shall be
provided to the Commission quarterly.
XIV.

LITIGATION:

A. Management and Supervision of Litigations: The Executive Director and
the Port’s Legal Counsel shall be responsible for the procedures necessary for
management and supervision of all litigation in which the Port has an interest, direct or
indirect. For purposes of this section, “litigation” shall mean the assertion or potential
assertion of any position, right, or responsibility by or against the Port, including actions
which have been filed in any court or any quasi-judicial or administrative forum.
B. Special Legal Services: The Executive Director, on consultation with the
Port’s Legal Counsel, is authorized to retain other such special counsel at fees as may
be negotiated to assist in the handling of any claims, litigation, or other matters
necessary to attend to the legal affairs of the Port, within overall budgetary constraints.
C. Engagement of Experts: The Executive Director may engage or cause to
be engaged through Legal Counsel, such experts as may be necessary for the orderly
support of claims or litigation in which the Port has a direct or indirect interest. Such
engagement shall be upon authorization given by Legal Counsel after having satisfied
themself that such expenditure is necessary to the adequate preparation and
representation of the Port’s position in such litigation or claim and shall, wherever
practicable, include evaluation of the litigation or claim and an estimate of the probable
cost of such experts.
D. Consultation with Commission: In instances of litigation in which the value
has, or is likely to exceed $25,000, the Executive Director will, in conjunction with
the Port’s Legal Counsel, consult with the Commission regarding strategy and the
economic impact of litigation.
XV.

POLICY GOVERNING INTERLOCAL AGREEMENTS FOR USE OF PORT
PROPERTY FOR TRAINING PURPOSES AND EVENT SITE USE
10
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AGREEMENTS FOR ONE DAY EVENTS:
A. Executive Director’s Authority: The Executive Director is authorized to
execute agreements with other public agencies for purposes of conducting training
exercises related to police, fire, and public health and safety issues. Additionally, the
Executive Director is authorized to execute event and site use agreements with
organizations for up to 3-day nonpolitical events conducted by the organizations on Port
property.
XVI

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS.
A. The Executive Director shall have the authority, upon concurrence of the
Port’s Legal Counsel, to execute confidentiality and nondisclosure agreements;
provided however, said agreements shall comply with the requirements of Washington’s
Public Records Act, Chapter 42.56 RCW.
XVII

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS

A. The Executive Director shall have the authority to enter into non-material
amendments to Collective Bargaining and related Agreements with represented Port
employees. These amendments shall not cost the Port more than $25,000 per year.
Collective Bargaining Agreements must conform to the restraints outlined in
RCW 53.18.060. The Executive Director shall inform the Commission at the first
regularly scheduled meeting of the following month of all actions undertaken under this
section without prior Commission approval.
XVIII

APPLICATION FOR AND ACCEPTANCE OF GRANTS

A. The Executive Director, is authorized to pursue and accept on behalf of the
granting agency, without prior referral to the Commission, all grant and loan opportunities,
when the Grantor does not require official Commission action, under the following
conditions:
1. The program(s) or project(s) to be funded by the grant or loan
opportunity are listed in the Port Commission’s adopted annual operating budget,
capital investment plan, or strategic plan; or
2. When the program(s) or project(s) to be funded by a grant or loan
opportunity are not listed in the documents noted in Paragraph A.1 above, the grant or
loan may still be pursued and accepted provided the grant or loan does not require
the Port to contribute new agency money (even if reimbursed) exceeding $50,000, or
that result in increased operating expenses of $50,000 annually.
B.
The Executive Director, shall notify the Commission of the purpose,
amount, duration, and associated obligations of any grant or loan application and
award at the first regularly scheduled meeting of the month after the application is
made. If, upon review, the Commission determines the grant application is not in the
best interest of the agency, then it may direct the Executive Director to rescind the
application.
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ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE
BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
JUNE 28, 2022
SUBJECT:

PORT RESOLUTION 22-1263 PROMOTIONAL HOSTING

Presented by:

Geoff James, Executive Director

RCW & POLICY REQUIREMENTS:
State Constitution and Law allow Port Districts to use public funds for the purpose of
promotions. Specifically:
1. Article VIII, Section 8 Port Expenditures — Industrial Development — Promotion.
“The use of public funds by port districts in such manner as may be prescribed by
the legislature for industrial development or trade promotion and promotional
hosting shall be deemed a public use for a public purpose and shall not be
deemed a gift within the provisions of section 7 of this Article. [AMENDMENT
45, 1965 ex.s. Senate Joint Resolution No. 25, p 2819. Approved November 8,
1966.]”
2. RCW 53.36 (Sections 120-140) provide additional guidance to Ports and include:
a. Industrial development, trade promotion or promotional hosting shall be a
specific budget item within the annual Port Budget.
b. Funds for promotional hosting funds are a percentage of gross operating
revenues.
c. The Port Commission shall have a Policy on Promotional Hosting.
d. Port Commissioners cannot personally make such expenditures unless
previously approved by the Port Commission.
BACKGROUND:
Promotional hosting at public expense is calculated to result in the public purpose, of
promoting industrial development or trade within the Port District. Exceptions will be
taken to any hosting when its possible influence on industrial development or trade
promotion is so indirect or tenuous that the hosting expenditure appears to be hosting
for the sake of hosting.
ANALYSIS:
Promotional hosting is undertaken to develop business or foster goodwill between a
customer, supplier, or trade partner. Hosting can be conducted with private businesses,
union officials, and foreign, federal and state government officials. Though no direct
obligations are expected in return, promotional hosting is used to create an atmosphere
of goodwill to enhance and promote trade and industrial development in the Port District
in the future.
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Proposed Resolution has recommended revisions to the current Resolution 14-1084 for
consideration. Also included in the packet is the Port Procedure for implementing the
revised Policy.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
None.
FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Introduce and comment on Resolution No. 22-1263.
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22-1263
RESOLUTION OF THE PORT OF PORT ANGELES FOR
PROMOTIONAL HOSTING POLICY
WHEREAS, Article VIII, Section 8 of the State Constitution
authorizes expenditures for industrial development, trade promotion or
promotional hosting of port districts; and
WHEREAS, RCW 53.36.120 through 150, inclusive, regulates
Port expenditures for industrial development, trade promotion or
promotional hosting; and
WHEREAS, the office of the State Auditor has issued promotional
hosting and trade promotion guidelines; and
WHEREAS, the promotion of economic development, trade
development and industrial development by the Port of Port Angeles is
found and determined to be of benefit to the Port District and its citizens;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PORT OF PORT
ANGELES COMMISSION:
1. Under the authority of Article VIII, Section 8, of the State
Constitution, Port District expenditures for industrial development,
trade promotion or promotional hosting shall be pursuant to
specific budget items as approved by the Port Commission at the
annual public hearings on the Port District budget.
2. Funds for promotional hosting expenditures shall be expended only
from gross operating revenues and shall not exceed one percent
(1%) thereof upon the first two million five hundred thousand dollars
($2,500,000.00) of such gross operating revenues, one-half of one
percent (.5%) upon the next two million five hundred thousand
dollars ($2,500,000.00) of such gross operating revenues, and onefourth of one percent (.25%) on the excess over five million
dollars ($5,000,000.00) of such operating revenues: PROVIDED,
HOWEVER, that in no case shall these limitations restrict the Port
District to less than twenty-five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) per
year from any funds available to the Port.
3. As stated by the Office of State the Auditor: "The basic standard for
promotional hosting at public expense is that the promotional
hosting is calculated to result in the public purpose, declared by the
Washington State Constitution, of promoting industrial development
or trade within the district.
Exceptions will be taken to any
hosting where its possible influence on industrial development or
trade promotion is so indirect or tenuous that the hosting
expenditures appear to be hosting for the sake of hosting".
4. As further stated by the Office of State Auditor: "Promotional
hosting means furnishing customary meals, refreshments, lodging or
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transportation in connection with business meetings, social
gatherings and ceremonies related to the authorized business
promotional activities of a port. Hosting may include reasonable and
customary entertainment and souvenirs of nominal value,
incidental to such events. Trade promotion would include costs
related to promoting trade, other than those types of costs cited
above."
5. The office of the State Auditor has set forth general guidelines for the
hosting of:
• Private businesspersons,
• Union officials,
• Foreign government officials,
• Government officials of other states,
• Washington State and local governmental officials and employees, and
• Officers and employees of other port districts,
These guidelines are attached to this resolution to provide guidance
to all persons authorized to make expenditures for promotional
hosting.
6. The Port Commissioners and the following Port employees shall
be authorized to make expenditures for promotional hosting
subject to specific and general conditions hereafter set forth:
Executive Director; Department Directors and others as delegated by
the Executive Director.
7. The Port Commissioners, Port employees and delegated individuals
authorized to make expenditures for promotional hosting shall be
reimbursed subject to the following:
a. In filing claims for reimbursement, an official form approved by
the Division of Municipal Corporations of the State Auditor
shall be used.
b. Such forms shall have attached such receipts, documents or other
evidence to support the expenditures.
c. The date and location of the hosting, name and affiliation of the
person or persons hosted and the reason for the hosting shall be
specified. In situations where confidentiality is reasonably
required r e g a r d i n g individuals involved in a transaction
involving the Port, details relating to the expenditure will
be forwarded by internal memorandum to the Director of
Finance to be maintained in a separate file and may be
omitted from the expense reimbursement form.
b)

The reimbursement shall be made by a check issued or
authorized at a Port Commission meeting.

c) Individual promotional hosting expenditures exceeding
$2,500.00 require prior Port Commission approval unless
specifically identified and within 10% of the Port Budget.
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d) Port commissioners shall not personally make such expenditures,
or seek reimbursement therefor, except where specific
authorization of such expenditures has been approved by the Port
commission.
e) All payments and reimbursements shall be identified and
supported on vouchers approved by the port auditor.
8. Resolution No. 14-1084, dated July 8, 2014 is hereby rescinded.
ADOPTED this 12th day of July 2022.

PORT OF PORT ANGELES
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

_______________________________
Connie L. Beauvais, President

_______________________________
Colleen M. McAleer, Vice President

_______________________________
Steven Burke, Secretary
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Procedure: Promotional Hosting
Approval Required: (check box)
☒ Commissioners (Policy)
☒ Executive Director
☐ Director

Approved By:

Approval Reference: (if applicable)
Resolution 22-1263

__________________________
Executive Director

Effective Date:
July 12, 2022

__________________________
Director, Finance & Administration

Purpose
This procedure operationalizes the policy set out by the Port Commission, to provide
additional guidance concerning Promotional Hosting by Port Staff.
General
Though promotional hosting is in the nature of a gift, use of public funds is authorized
by the Washington State Constitution and State Code to allow Ports to promote
industrial development or trade within the district. These include business meetings,
social gatherings, and ceremonies honoring persons or events, relating to authorized
business promotional activities of a port. Hosting may also include reasonable and
customary entertainment, souvenirs, and all incidentals, to such events, but must be
related to promoting trade and industrial development. Thus, promotional hosting
includes, but is not limited to:
•

Meals or beverages 1;

•

Banquets or receptions (including trade or professional lunches);

•

Tours (such as bus, boat, helicopter or familiarization);

•

Transportation or lodging;

•

Entertainment, including tickets or event entrance fees presented by others; and

•

Flowers, gifts or souvenirs.

The Port may also make certain, limited types of promotional expenditures to fund
third parties or support events, programs, or activities for promotional purposes only
where there is a clear, identifiable, and compelling connection between the event,
program, organization, or activity and the Port’s specific purpose and authority as
established under State law. Outright gifts, donations, or contributions to general
community or charitable organizations are not authorized.
The Executive Director will annually submit, as a part of the Port’s budget, appropriate
categories of proposed expenditures covering industrial development, trade promotion,
1.
Non-alcoholic beverages only. However, if the situation dictates, the Executive Director may
authorize on a case-by-case basis for alcoholic beverage expenses, though the amount and cost must
remain reasonable.
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Procedure: Promotional Hosting
and promotional hosting as provided in RCW 53.36.120. Expenditures proposed for
promotional hosting 2 shall be limited in amount as provided in RCW 53.36.130.
Implementation
1. Port districts are authorized to expend funds for promotional activities. However,
all expenses must be reasonable and directly related to promoting trade or
industrial development, and the Port must reasonably believe that persons
hosted could sufficiently influence trade or industrial development. The
indiscriminate hosting of people who have no conceivable influence in either of
those areas is not permitted. Total promotional expenditures are limited to an
annual amount based on the Port’s revenues as specified in RCW 53.36.130 and
can be in the form of direct or in-kind funding.
2. Provided there is an appropriate purpose, the Port may host representatives of
private businesses, union officials, and other governmental officials. However,
the person hosted must be in a position to influence business with the Port or
promote trade and development.
3. Promotional hosting is generally undertaken to develop business or foster
goodwill between a customer, supplier, or trade partner and the Port. Though
promotional hosting does not, however, recognize any difference between
current and prospective customers, suppliers, or trade partners, care should be
taken to analyze the tangible benefits to the Port other than just maintaining
relationships.
4. Expenditures for industrial development, trade promotion or promotional hosting
shall be pursuant to specific budget items as approved by the port commission
within its annual budget. Additionally, Individual promotional hosting
expenditures that exceed $2,500 require prior Port Commission approval unless
specifically identified and within 10% of the specific budget item.
5. The Executive Director and Departmental Directors are authorized to make
expenditures for promotional hosting. Other employees and individuals may have
authority to incur promotional hosting expenses pursuant to a valid delegation of
this authority. However, if any promotional hosting expenses will result in a
department exceeding its promotional hosting budget, the employee must obtain
the Director of Finance & Administration’s signature before the expense may be
incurred.
6. Port Commissioners may not personally make such expenditures, or seek
reimbursement therefor, except when specific authorization of such expenditures
has been approved by the Port Commission in Public Session.
2.
Other promotional expenditures as discussed at para 8 below, funds are from gross operating
revenue, however the limitations of RCW 53.36.130 do not apply.
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Procedure: Promotional Hosting

7. Documenting Promotional Hosting
Promotional hosting expenditures may be made from department account funds
using the Port charge card. Promotional hosting expenses are to be submitted
either using the Expense Reimbursement Form (enclosure (1)) 3 or directly
invoiced to the Port. The invoices and/or Expense Reimbursement Form must be
submitted within ten (10) business days to the Finance Department and shall
include the following:
a) An identification of the nature of the event (or gift);
b) The purpose of the event (or gift);
c) A list of the attendees (or invitees, if unknown) at the event (or gift

recipient) and their business affiliations;

d) A statement whether annual promotional hosting expenditures to date,

including that subject to the request for payment, are within the department’s
approved budget for promotional hosting; and

e) The signature of a person authorized to incur promotional hosting

expenditures. If, however, the expense will exceed the department’s
approved budget for promotional hosting, the Departmental Director must
sign the request.

Note - In situations where confidentiality is reasonably required regarding
individuals involved in a transaction involving the Port, details relating to the
expenditure will be forwarded by internal memorandum to the Port Auditor to be
maintained in a separate file and may be omitted from the expense
reimbursement form.
8. Other promotional expenditures for trade, business, and community development
are limited to those that are specifically associated with one, or more, of the
following four categories:
a) Promotion of Port Properties and Facilities; Trade Promotion. Trade
promotion expenditures are costs and expenses incurred by the Port to
promote trade in the region. Trade promotion expenditures are focused on
persons who may either directly or indirectly foster trade in the region or make
use of the Port’s facilities, programs, and/or services. Examples include:
1) Booth rental and attendance at events such as the Seattle Boat Show.
2) Employee attendance at Chamber of Commerce luncheons, or third
party hosted events.
3) Event sponsorship, such as the Olympic Logging Conference (in
exchange for the sponsorship, typically, the Port receives formal
recognition either in the event program or the event advertisement).
3.

Electronic expense forms are located at O:\Admin\Forms\Travel Expense & Promo Hosting.
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b) Promotion of Tourism. The Port’s ability to encourage tourism by promoting
resources and facilities to attract visitors is limited to advertising, publicizing,
or otherwise distributing information. The Port has no authority to directly
finance or sponsor events directed generally at promoting tourism, or that
support a particular local or regional event, unless that expenditure will result
in a direct benefit to the Port and its properties and facilities.
c) Economic Development Programs. The Port is authorized to support
economic development programs. This can include programs developed and
funded by the Port, or specific programs administered by third parties to
which the Port provides funding or other support.
d) Public Education and Awareness. Expenditures for public education and
awareness are costs and expenses incurred by the Port to inform or educate
the general public about the role of the Port district, or its facilities, programs,
and/or services. An example is an open house or community outreach to
solicit public input on, or educate the public about a Port project. Applicable
costs may be room rental, production of documents, refreshments, etc.
Agreements with organizations such as the Center for Inclusive Entrepreneurship
(CIE) and the Clallam Economic Development Council (EDC) along with the
Port’s Community Partnership Program are examples in which services rendered
and community support often meet all four of the criteria listed above.
Review Periodicity
This procedure will be reviewed periodically but not to exceed five years.
Enclosure:

(1)

Business Meal and Promotional Hosting Expenses Form
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Business Meal and Promotional Hosting
Expenses Form
Date:
Attach Original Receipt
(must be itemized list)
(attach credit card slip)

Name & Dept:
Location & Mileage:
Paid By:
Reimburse:

Port Credit Card
Employee

Guests (Name & Company):

Staff (Name & Title)

Business Purpose:
Promotional Hosting
Training/Staff Mtg
Other
If Promotional Hosting (new Bus Dev, Bus Expansion
Bus Retention, status check, foster goodwill, etc.)

Amount:
Meal
Mileage ($.585/mile)
Total
Employee Signature/ Date:
I certify under penalty of perjury, the above claim is correct, the amounts listed are eligible
expenses and no part of this claim will result in duplicate payment.

Approved By & Date:
Reconciled by Finance:
Account Coding

Enclosure (1)
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ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE
BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
JUNE 28, 2022
SUBJECT:

PORT RESOLUTION 22-1264 TO SELL ABANDONED VESSEL

Presented by:

John Nutter, Director of Finance & Admin.

RCW & POLICY REQUIREMENTS:
Abandoned and derelict vessels cause public nuisances and safety hazards.
RCW 79.100 (Derelict Vessels) provides certain public agencies with tools and funding
for dealing with them. The Derelict Vessel Removal Program is administered by DNR to
implement this statute. The Derelict Vessel statute is not intended to be the only remedy
available to Authorized Public Entities.
For Port Districts this is addressed in RCW 53.08.410, which indicates their authority, to
store, strip, use, auction, sell, salvage, scrap, or dispose of an abandoned or derelict
vessel found on or above publicly or privately owned aquatic lands within the jurisdiction
of the port district. Further, RCW 53.08.320 provides the Ports the procedure for
handling delinquency of abandoned vessels including their public sale.
Port policy concerning delinquency and abandonment of vessels is contained in Section
9 of Port of Port Angeles Marinas Rules and Regulations that is provided to all moored
tenants and is available at both the Marina Harbor Master’s office and on the Port of
Port Angeles Website.
BACKGROUND:
To facilitate passage of boat sale resolutions, which are identical except for the names
of the vessels, their owners, and the auction date, staff introduced a draft of boat sale
resolutions on August 10, 1998. The Commission approved the form of these
resolutions (first reading) and directed staff to fill in appropriate vessel, owner and
auction date information in the final resolutions (second and final reading).
ANALYSIS:
The owner of the vessel listed in Resolution No. 22-1264 has failed to adequately
respond to several notices regarding their delinquency. An auction will be held to sell
the vessel. If the sale proceeds fail to reimburse the Port completely, then the account
will be turned over to a collection agency. As of June 21, 2022, the following owner is
delinquent in their moorage account at JWM:
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Bart Johnson
1969 26 ft. Columbia Sailboat
Registration # WN4002NM
Moorage
Dock Box
Electrical Usage
Electrical Ops Fee
Leasehold Tax
Ins Non-Compliance Fee
Finance Charges

2,431.52
50.00
290.89
100.00
318.64
75.00
115.28
3,381.33

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
None.
FISCAL IMPACT:
The charges accrued by the vessels have already been recognized as revenues in Port
accounts. Conducting an auction allows the Port to begin the process of collecting on
these receivables.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Adopt Resolution No. 22-1264 and authorize the auction to proceed.
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21-1264

A RESOLUTION DIRECTING SALE OF ABANDONED VESSEL.
WHEREAS, the Commission of the Port of Port Angeles has seized
the vessel described below for failure to pay Port charges; and
WHEREAS, the owners of such vessel has failed to make
satisfactory payment of such charges; and
WHEREAS, the Port has complied with provisions of Revised Code
of Washington (RCW) 53.08 and the Port’s Rules and Regulations
adopted pursuant to such statute in notifying such owners of their
delinquencies;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Commission
directs the following vessel be sold at public auction pursuant to
procedures provided in RCW 53.08 and the Port’s Rules and Regulations
pursuant to such statute.
“WN4002NM”
The time and date of this auction will be scheduled in accordance
with applicable statutes; public notice of these auctions will be made in
conformity with RCW regulations.
ADOPTED this 28th day of June, 2022.
PORT OF PORT ANGELES
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
_______________________________
Connie L. Beauvais, President
_______________________________
Colleen M. McAleer, Vice President
_______________________________
Steven D. Burke, Secretary
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ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION
BY THE
BOARD OF PORT COMMISSIONERS
June 28, 2022
SUBJECT: DNR Litigation on Sustainable Harvest Calculation and Long-term
Conservation Strategy for Marbled Murrelet – Proposed Settlement
Agreement
STAFF LEAD: Karen Goschen, Director of Projects
RCW & POLICY REQUIREMENTS:
Per RCW 42.30 Open Public Meeting Act, the collective decision to commence or
resolve potential litigation or litigation must occur in a meeting that is open and
accessible to the public (RCW 42.30.010; RCW 42.30.030; RCW 42.30.110(1)(i)). Per
Resolution 21-1232 Delegation of Authority, Section 4. XIV. D. Litigation, which pertains
to the settlement of litigation claims, requires the Port Commission to approve any
settlement that has, or is likely to exceed $25,000.00.
BACKGROUND:
On January 14, 2020, in-house Port Counsel apprised the Commission of several new
lawsuits against Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and possible impacts they
could have on junior taxing districts across the state and in Clallam County, including
the Port of Port Angeles. The forest products industry is important to the Port of Port
Angeles and the Clallam County economy. Clallam County has significant timber trust
lands managed by DNR. The junior taxing districts, also known as trust beneficiaries,
include schools, libraries, fire districts, hospitals, and other public services that rely on
DNR revenues and timber excise tax from these trust lands.
The Port was asked to join as a party to one of the lawsuits contesting the Sustainable
Harvest Calculation (SHC) and Long-Term Conservation Strategy for the Marbled
Murrelet (LTCSMM). The Commission directed staff to bring additional information back
to the Commission for review. On January 28th, the Port held a public meeting to
discuss whether to join the lawsuit against DNR due to the significant reduction in
planned harvests without sufficient justification. The reduction in harvests would result in
an approximate drop in revenues of 23% to Trust Beneficiaries. Also, additional acres
were set aside in the LTCSMM although it was not clear whether the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) required it and whether the lands were an active habitat or could
become a habitat. On average, over the last 10-years, the Port received $150k annually
in revenues and excise taxes from DNR managed timber trust lands. After the
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discussion, the Commission voted unanimously to join the lawsuit. By participating, the
Port has a seat at the table to help resolve these matters.
In early 2020, a coalition of 13 public bodies and the American Forest Resource Council
(AFRC) (Plaintiff Coalition) filed suit in Skagit County to challenge the DNR and the
Board of Natural Resources (BNR) adoption of the SHC for the 2015-2024 planning
decade and the LTCSMM. The Plaintiff Coalition is represented by Northwest Resource
Law PLLC, per a joint representation and common-interest agreement. The attorneys
representing the Port and other Trust Beneficiaries are Elaine Spencer and David
Bechtold.
ANALYSIS:
The goal of the litigation was not to recover damages for the failings of the 2019 SHC,
but rather to ensure that the next SHC for the 2025-2034 planning decade was done on
a proper basis. The proposed Settlement Agreement addresses the following
objectives: 1) to improve the forest inventory data used for the 2025-2034 SHC; 2) to
transition DNR to a plot-based, stand-level inventory program; 3) to improve the
accuracy and precision of the land base mapping; 4) to include a spatially explicit
harvest schedule that will implement the 2025-2034 SHC; and 5) to commit to annual
reporting to provide accountability for the 2025 SHC. The proposed Settlement
Agreement makes major changes in how DNR has approached both the modeling of
sustainable forestry and the implementation of the SHC once it is adopted. It provides
DNR with the tools that private landowners use to manage their forests for increasing
productivity over time.
There were several issues that required compromise, that is the nature of a settlement.
The dismissal of the murrelet claim is part of the compromise to obtain a better SHC.
The SHC has far larger financial implications than the murrelet plan.
The following Trust Beneficiaries in Clallam County have approved the Proposed
Settlement Agreement:
• Clallam County Fire District 4
• Clallam County Fire District 5
• City of Forks
The Quillayute Valley School District is in the process of scheduling a board
meeting to consider this matter.
Attachments:
• Proposed Settlement Agreement
• Exhibit A: Enhancing Forest Inventory Information for DNR-Managed Trust Lands
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT:
Sustainably managed forests benefit the forests by keeping it healthy, reducing wildfire
risks and absorbing carbon. Additionally, wood building products sequester carbon and
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are more environmentally friendly than steel and concrete. Over half of the DNR
harvestable timber has been set aside for conservation and/or ESA requirements.
FISCAL IMPACT:
The Port has not been responsible for paying attorney fees in this matter. Reduction in
timber harvests beyond what is required by law to meet ESA requirements would have
a significant financial impact to junior taxing districts in Clallam County, as well as a loss
of forest product related jobs in Clallam County.
RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Authorize the Executive Director to execute the attached Proposed Settlement
Agreement to resolve the litigation.
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is entered into between Concrete School District,
Quillayute Valley School District No. 402, Naselle-Grays River School District, Clallam County
Fire District Number 4, Wahkiakum County, Pacific County, Skamania County, Mason County,
City of Forks, American Forest Resource Council (“AFRC”), Port of Port Angeles, Clallam
County Fire District Number 5, Lewis County, and Darrington School District (collectively
“Plaintiff Coalition”) and the State of Washington, the Washington Department of Natural
Resources, and the Washington Board of Natural Resources (collectively “DNR”). Plaintiff
Coalition and DNR are collectively “the Parties.”
I.

RECITALS

A.
Plaintiff Coalition challenged the Sustainable Harvest Calculation (“2015 SHC”)
for the 2015-2024 planning decade, and the adoption of Resolution 1560 by the Board of Natural
Resources on December 3, 2019, and the amendment to the 1997 Habitat Conservation Plan and
the adoption of Resolution 1559. That challenge is pending in Concrete School District, et al. v.
State of Washington, et al., Skagit County Superior Court Case No. 20-2-00010-29, consolidated
with Skagit County, et al v. State of Washington, et al., Case No. 19-2-01469-29, and in Concrete
School District, et al. v. State of Washington, et al., Thurston County Superior Court Case No.
20-2-01653-34.
B.
The Parties, through their authorized representatives, and without any admission
or final adjudication of the issues of fact or law with respect to Plaintiff Coalition’s claims, have
reached a settlement that they consider to be a just, fair, adequate, and equitable resolution of the
disputes set forth in Plaintiff Coalition’s Complaints. The Parties have agreed to settle the
claims, and Plaintiff Coalition agrees to voluntarily dismiss their litigation.
C.
This Settlement Agreement is intended to 1) improve the forest inventory data
used by DNR for the development of the 2025-2034 Sustainable Harvest Calculation (“2025
SHC”); 2) transition DNR to a plot-based, stand-level inventory program covering all operable
acres of forest trust land in Western Washington; 3) prescribe a process to improve the accuracy
and precision for identifying the operable land base used in the development of the 2025 SHC; 4)
facilitate DNR’s development of the 2025 SHC and a Tactical Plan that will implement the 2025
SHC using modeling that produces spatially explicit harvest schedules (see Paragraph 16); and 5)
commit to annual reporting to provide accountability for the 2025 SHC.
D.
Nothing in this Settlement Agreement changes or modifies any procedural or
substantive obligations DNR has to consult with the Technical Advisory Committee (“TAC”)
under 2SHB 1168 related to issues of forestland inventory or the 2025 SHC.

Settlement Agreement
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II.
A.

AGREEMENT

Development, Maintenance, and Use of Stand-Based Forest Inventory

1.
DNR shall transition to a plot-based, stand-level inventory program on all
operable DNR-managed forest lands over 20-years of age in Western Washington. DNR will
call this program the Stand-based Forest Inventory System (“SFIS”). Details of that program,
including but not limited to what data will be collected from individual plots, is provided in
Exhibit A, which is incorporated into and made a part of this Settlement Agreement.
2.
DNR shall begin its implementation of the SFIS program immediately upon the
signing of this Settlement Agreement, and DNR will maintain this plot-based, stand-level
inventory moving forward, subject to available funding as identified in paragraph 7, below.
3.
Initial SFIS Data: DNR will obtain SFIS data for approximately 500,000 acres,
through the solicitation and use of contractors by December 31, 2024. Of these data, 200,000
acres will be sampled by June 30, 2023. An additional 300,000 acres will be sampled by
December 31, 2024. The Parties recognize that DNR may face limitations in obtaining this SFIS
data, including DNR’s contracting requirements and contractor limitations. As such, the Parties
agree that contingencies clause (paragraph 8) applies to this requirement. In any event, DNR
shall endeavor in good faith to collect the SFIS data on the above timeline, and shall report its
progress to the Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives (see paragraph 36) upon request.
4.
DNR will periodically re-inventory stands so that the inventory data of operable
stands over age 20 years are inventoried on a 10-year cycle. DNR will inventory stands age 0 to
19 in post-planting surveys at ages 2 to 5 and in preparation for and following precommercial
thinning operations as needed.
5.
DNR and Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives will meet and
strategize how to increase funding for the inventory identified in paragraph 4 if DNR is unable to
maintain the inventory within its existing budget.
6.
DNR will routinely and regularly update its SFIS data by editing the data to
reflect changes in the land base, including but not limited to harvests; land sales, acquisitions,
and/or exchanges; boundary changes; and habitat changes for marbled murrelet, northern spotted
owl or other listed species.
7.
Funding: DNR will submit a request to the Legislature for sufficient funding to
implement the terms of this Settlement Agreement each biennium. The Parties commit to
working together to secure funding to complete and maintain the SFIS of operable trust lands. In
the event Legislative appropriations are insufficient, these funding options include, but are not
limited to, increasing the management rate withheld from trust gross revenue, requesting
additional funding from the Legislature from alternative sources to supplement the Resource
Management Cost Account and the Forest Development Account, soliciting federal funds, or
pursuing mechanisms to diversify sources of revenue from the trust lands.
Settlement Agreement
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8.
Contingencies: If it becomes impossible or impractical for DNR to collect the
Initial SFIS Data on the schedule identified in paragraph 3, DNR shall meet with Plaintiff
Coalition’s Designated Representatives to discuss how to implement the plot-based, stand-level
inventory committed to in this Settlement Agreement. If limitations are identified, the Parties
shall work together to overcome those limitations so as to achieve the objectives of this
Settlement Agreement. If necessary to achieve the objectives of the Settlement Agreement, one
potential course of action is to request that the Board of Natural Resources adjust the schedule
for approval of the 2025 SHC so that more Initial SFIS Data can be used in the calculation. The
potential to adjust the schedule does not displace the Parties’ ability to implement other actions
that may become necessary to achieve the objectives of the Settlement Agreement. Similarly, if it
becomes impossible or impractical for DNR to comply with paragraph 4, DNR shall meet with
Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives to discuss how to best maintain the SFIS
inventory.
B.

Process to Improve the Accuracy and Precision of the Land Base Included in the
2025 SHC

9.
The Parties’ objective is to accurately represent the area of forested trust lands
that can be sustainably managed in DNR’s forest estate model, consistent with the Policy for
Sustainable Forests, State Trust Lands Habitat Conservation Plan, federal and state laws, and its
fiduciary obligations to generate perpetual revenue for current and future generations of trust
beneficiaries.
10.
Within 6 months of signing this Settlement Agreement, DNR shall delineate
Planning Analysis Units (“PAUs”) within its GIS database. (See Exhibit A). The Parties agree
that the contingencies clause (paragraph 8) applies to this requirement. In any event, DNR shall
endeavor in good faith to collect the PAU data on the above timeline, and shall report its
progress to the Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives upon request.
11.
DNR and Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives will meet as needed to
discuss the delineation of areas that restrict DNR forest operations.
12.
DNR will routinely and regularly update its PAU GIS to ensure that the quality of
the data stays consistent with that sought by Exhibit A.
13.
Upon request, DNR will make the PAU GIS database available to Plaintiff
Coalition, and will assist in helping Plaintiff Coalition understand the GIS database.
14.
For the 2025 SHC, DNR shall use its RS-Hydro model, as that model may be
modified over time based on receipt of additional data or improvements in modeling. Where
DNR does not have field verification for the break point between stream types, stream buffers
will be based on the stream type as determined by the RS-Hydro model. When DNR changes its
RS-Hydro model, it will provide the data and assumptions that support the modification to
Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives.
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15.
For the 2025 SHC, forest roads will only be excluded from the forested land base
if they are excluded from the PAU GIS database. (See Exhibit A).
C.

2025 SHC Development and Implementation

16.
DNR’s objective is to produce a final sustainable harvest level for the Board of
Natural Resources’ consideration by July 2024. The final product of the 2025 SHC will be a
decadal sustainable harvest level for each of the 20 Western Washington Sustainable Harvest
Units (“SHU”) identified in the Policy for Sustainable Forests, accompanied by a Tactical Plan
that implements the 2025 SHC. The Tactical Plan will use modeling to produce harvest
schedules to guide identification of timber harvest units and development of 2-year Timber Sale
Plans. The Tactical Plan will be updated every 2 years, taking into account forest inventory
changes, such as new forest inventory data, sold timber harvests, significant natural disturbances
and land transactions in formulating the map.
SHC.

17.

The SFIS data collected by January 31, 2023, will be used in preparing the 2025

18.
For purposes of the 2025 SHC, DNR will work with a third-party consultant to
develop its growth-and-yield methodology as required by 2SHB 1168, Section 3(4). DNR will
use the SFIS data and other inventory data sources to project the growth-and-yield of PAUs. For
PAUs where SFIS data is not available, DNR will seek review and recommendations from the
TAC and the Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives for its growth-and-yield
projections.
19.
Stratification: The PAU stratification effort will rely on existing datasets
including RS-FRIS data. Where doing so will result in a stratum of at least 1,000 acres, PAU
strata will be limited to the unit administrative level, and will be further stratified by available
data sets, including but not limited to site index class, primary species, age and/or density. Other
strata will be as localized as possible, generally grouping PAUs by, among others, forest type,
site productivity, timber volume. Where necessary because of lack of adequate data within a
stratum, data from other nearby or comparable strata may be used for modeling until adequate
data within the stratum is available.
20.
Comparative Analysis: Once DNR has sampled 200,000 acres of SFIS data, DNR
will conduct an analysis of at least two different approaches to representing the forest inventory
and its growth-and-yield in the strategic and tactical models used to calculate the sustainable
harvest level. The two approaches that DNR will compare are:
a.

DNR’s Approach:

Using all the available forest inventory data, all PAUs, including those under 20 years of
age, will be assigned a strata with their corresponding yields. The yields and other
relevant data associated with each PAU will be used in both the strategic and tactical
models, plus additional data will be included in the tactical model. The Tactical Plan will
Settlement Agreement
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be provided to the Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives and will inform
development of 2- and 5-year Timber Sales plan during the first decade. DNR will
periodically re-run the tactical model during the planning decade to reflect changes and
provide the basis for updated 2 and 5-year Timber Sales plan during the first decade.
b.

Plaintiff Coalition’s Approach:

Within each strata, PAUs for which data is collected in the first 200,000 acres of SFIS
field inventory work will be modeled using the data specific to each PAU. All other
PAUs over 20 years of age that were not sampled will have their tree lists and yields,
assigned through imputation based on inventory data from sampled PAUs with similar
forest metrics (these metrics will include the datasets used in the stratification process). It
is recognized that this will create temporary datasets for the strategic modeling aspects of
the Sustainable Harvest Calculation, which will be replaced over time as additional stand
level inventory work allows replacement of the imputed values. For PAUs less than 20
years old their tree lists, and yields will reflect their forest metrics based on planting and
silviculture records for those PAUs. The yields and other relevant data associated with
each PAU will be used in both the strategic and tactical models. A spatially explicit
schedule file (including all current and in-progress sales) for the tactical model outputs
will be provided to the Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives and will guide
development of 2- and 5-year harvest plans for the first decade. DNR will periodically rerun the tactical model during the planning decade to reflect changes and provide the basis
for updated 2 and 5-year harvest plans as the decade progresses.
c.

Evaluation:

When the modeling is complete, the parties will meet to evaluate which approach results
in the most robust management tool. The parties may agree on modifications of either
approach in order to enhance the utility as a management tool or statistical validity. If the
Parties cannot agree, they will consult with the TAC, and if needed present their
competing views to the Board of Natural Resources for resolution.
21.
Between execution of the Settlement Agreement and June 30, 2024, DNR’s
biometrics experts and consultants will meet with Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated
Representatives’ biometrics experts on at least three occasions (remotely as needed) to discuss
the assumptions, modeling approach, and programming of Forest Vegetation Simulator (“FVS”)
and Woodstock for purposes of the 2025 SHC and the Tactical Plan. DNR will promptly
provide Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives with the data and programming on
request for them to fully understand DNR’s proposed approach and to allow them to make
meaningful suggestions for improvement.
22.
If at the conclusion of the meetings in paragraph 21, the Parties are not in
agreement on the preferred approach, Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives’ experts
will be given an opportunity to present their conclusions in a written report and a presentation to
the TAC. DNR will also present its opinions to the TAC. After the presentation to the TAC,
Settlement Agreement
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Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives’ experts can request to present their report and
recommendations to the Board of Natural Resources as part of the Chair Report. DNR and
members of the TAC will also present their recommendations to the Board of Natural Resources.
DNR, TAC, and Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives’ experts will be given an
opportunity to respond to questions from the Board of Natural Resources.
23.
DNR’s objective is to produce a draft sustainable harvest calculation based on
current policies, and solicit review by DNR field staff prior to publishing a Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (“DEIS”) in 2023. After DNR field staff have reviewed and provided input,
and any changes to reflect that input have been incorporated into the model, DNR will publish
the DEIS.
24.
This paragraph describes the process that DNR will take to evaluate the SFIS data
that was not available in time to incorporate it into the Final 2025 SHC. When the first 200,000
acres of SFIS data collection is complete, and again when the Initial SFIS data collection is
complete (see paragraph 3), DNR will recalculate the 2025 SHC as adopted by the Board of
Natural Resources and re-run the Tactical Plan using the Initial SFIS data. For any sustainable
harvest units where the recalculation results in a 10% change in the 2025 SHC volume, DNR
shall submit to the Board of Natural Resources a recommendation that the 2025 SHC be
amended. Regardless of Board of Natural Resources’ action, DNR will update the Tactical Plan
with new inventory data (see paragraph 16).
25.
The discount rate used for the 2025 SHC will be consistent with existing Board of
Natural Resources’ policy, which states, “The department will utilize a comprehensive approach
to review and update the financial assumptions used in forest management decisions.” This
comprehensive approach to determining the discount rate for the 2025 SHC will at a minimum
include a review of the rate for Washington Municipal Bonds and a review of discount rates used
by timberland investors of a similar scale as DNR.
D.

Reporting

26.
Upon the Board of Natural Resources’ adoption of the 2025 SHC, DNR will
prepare the following reports for each of the SHUs, and provide them to trust beneficiaries, the
Plaintiff Coalition’s Designated Representatives, the Board of Natural Resources, and the public.
The reports will be published on the timetables indicated below. The reports will not replace the
existing quarterly meetings DNR holds with county beneficiaries. Either party may propose
modifications to the report format to make it more useful by written notification to the other
party’s representative(s) at least six months prior to report due date. The reports will contain the
following information at a minimum:
By the July Board of Natural Resources meeting of each year:
1.

A 2-year Timber Sale Plan by SHU and Region, listing the potential timber sales,
their available draft unit maps, estimated or cruised timber volume (MMBF), and
estimated sale revenue by SHU and region.
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Within six months after the close of each fiscal year:
2.

Sold Timber Sales, including the sale volume (MMBF), timber sale area (acres),
timber sale maps, advertised minimum bid value, (sale price as advertised), and
sold value for the previous fiscal year’s timber sales summarized by SHU and
Region.

3.

Comparison of Sold Timber Sales 1 (report 2, ¶ D.26.(2)) versus the 2-Year
Timber Sale Plan (report 1, ¶ D.26.(1)) for the reporting fiscal year: the
comparison will include advertised volume (MMBF), sale area, and sold vs
estimated planned sale value by SHU and Region.

4.

A map 2 that shows, at a minimum, the following GIS data:
a. The forest strata
b. The PAUs that were selected for harvest from the Tactical Plan 3 (see report 6,
¶ D.26.(6)).
c. The 2-year Timber Sale Plan (report 1, ¶ D.26.(1)) for that fiscal year.
d. The Sold Timber Sales (report 2, ¶ D. 26(2)) from the inception of the 2025 to
2034 Planning Decade to the reporting fiscal year.

5.

A table that provides a Cumulative Report comparing Sold Timber Sale total
volume (MMBF), total area and sale price for the 2025-34 decade to the
Sustainable Harvest Level by SHU and Region

Upon adoption of the SHC and again within six months after the close of each fiscal biennium:
6.

E.

A map will be generated that shows the PAUs identified for harvest during the
entire Planning Decade in the SHC, as updated by changes that have occurred
during the decade to date. This is the Tactical Plan that shall be updated every two
years (see paragraph 16).

Judicial Dismissal of Claims, and Enforcement of the Settlement Agreement

27.
This Settlement Agreement must be approved by each member of the Plaintiff
Coalition and DNR. The Settlement Agreement will not be submitted to the Board of Natural
Resources until it has been signed by all Plaintiff Coalition members. Prior to Board of Natural
Resources’ approval, it should be referred to publicly as the Proposed Settlement Agreement.
28.
Within ten days of approval of the Settlement Agreement by the Board of Natural
Resources, the Plaintiff Coalition will submit a notice of voluntary dismissal with prejudice of all
claims in both Skagit County and Thurston County Superior Courts.

“Sold Timber Sales” are actual transactions.
Map refers to an online viewer of GIS products.
3
“Tactical Plan” is described in paragraph 16.
1
2
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29.
Any claim for breach of this Settlement Agreement may be brought in the Skagit
County Superior Court.
F.

Miscellany

30.
This Settlement Agreement may be electronically signed, or signed in
counterparts, with copies to be sent to counsel for the Parties.
31.
This is a negotiated Settlement Agreement, with both Parties being represented by
counsel. In case of ambiguity, no party will be treated as the “drafter” of the Settlement
Agreement. It shall be construed to effectuate the purpose described in Recital C above.
32.
The effective date will be the date that the Settlement Agreement is approved by
the Board of Natural Resources.
33.
all Parties.

This Settlement Agreement may be amended only with the written agreement of

34.
This Settlement Agreement may be amended to add Skagit County Plaintiffs as a
third party prior to Board of Natural Resources’ approval.
35.
Except for the obligations of paragraph 26 above, this Settlement Agreement will
terminate (a) upon DNR’s completion of its inventory of all operable lands over 20-years of age
in Western Washington, (b) on June 30, 2030, if at least eighty percent (80%) of DNR’s
inventory of all operable lands over 20-years of age in Western Washington is complete, or (c)
on June 30, 2035; whichever occurs first.
The obligations of paragraph 26 will terminate upon the adoption of a sustainable harvest
calculation for the 2035-2044 planning decade.
36.
During the term of this Settlement Agreement, Plaintiff Coalition will be
represented by one or more Designated Representatives that will be periodically identified by the
Plaintiffs Coalition. These representatives will have the ability to rely on various technical
experts, when applicable, in discussions with DNR. DNR will be represented by Commissioner
of Public Lands or the Commissioner’s delegate. Either party may modify its representative(s) by
written notification to the other party’s representative(s).
37.
By signing this Settlement Agreement, the Parties acknowledge that the terms of
this Agreement were reached through dispute resolution negotiations and have been reviewed
with and discussed with respective counsel for each of the Parties. The Parties warrant and
represent that the signatory is fully authorized to enter into and legally bind their party to the
terms and conditions of this Agreement.
[Remainder of page intentionally left blank; signature pages to follow]
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Agreed:

Concrete School District

Quillayute Valley School District No. 402

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date

Naselle-Grays River School District

Clallam County Fire District No. 4

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date

Wahkiakum County

Pacific County

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date
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Skamania County

Mason County

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date

City of Forks

American Forest Resource Council

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date

Port of Port Angeles

Clallam County Fire District Number 5

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date
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Lewis County

Darrington School District

________________________

________________________

by _____________________

by _____________________

Its _____________________

Its _____________________

Date

Date

State of Washington
Department of Natural Resources
Board of Natural Resources
________________________
by Hilary Franz
Commissioner of Public Lands
Date
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Exhibit A: Enhancing Forest Inventory Information for DNR-Managed Trust Lands
May 18, 2022
Background
This document describes the Stand-based Forest Inventory System (SFIS) which will provide tree lists
and forest metrics at the scale of Planning Analysis Units (PAU). Within DNR’s western Washington
operable forested trust lands, PAUs are intended to approximate harvest units – contiguous areas that
can be efficiently harvested in a relatively short period of time and would be included in a timber sale.
PAUs will be used to construct a spatially explicit forest estate model for western Washington DNRmanaged trust lands.
The goals of SFIS are to provide 1) unbiased and sufficiently precise estimates of current forest metrics
(e.g., board-foot volume) at the PAU level and 2) accurate PAU-level tree lists to project future forest
conditions using a growth-and-yield model such as the Forest Vegetation Simulator (FVS).
Field procedures are included as Appendix A.
Delineating Planning Analysis Units on DNR-Managed Trust Lands
PAUs will cover the entirety of operable DNR-managed trust lands in western Washington (Figure 1).
PAUs are planning units that are intended to guide future harvest activities and will provide a potential
harvest plan that implements the sustainable harvest calculation that can be used to aid and develop
two and five-year timber sale schedules. PAUs will generally combine both upland 1 and adjacent
riparian and wetland management zones (Riparian land class) as these units can be efficiently harvested
together. PAUs may combine harvest methods of cable and ground harvest operations.
Delineation Standards
The combined area of the PAUs will be exactly equal to the area of the operable 2 land base. There will
not be any overlaps among PAUs, any slivers, or any gaps. PAUs will not contain any inoperable 3 area. All
forest conditions within a PAU will be delineated as single-part polygons. Each PAU will have a unique
identifier associated with the polygons within a PAU.
PAUs
PAUs will meet the following criteria:

Uplands areas in this document references non-riparian and wetlands management zones. In DNR’s land
classification categories these uplands areas are defined as General Ecological Management (GEM) and uplands
with specific management objectives (UPLANDS).
2
Total operable land area in western Washington is approximately 1.2 million acres.
3
The inoperable land base is defined as forest lands that are currently mapped as long-term deferrals from timber
harvest due to ownership (e.g. Natural Areas), non-forested areas such as lakes and outcrops, Habitat
Conservation Plan commitments (e.g. northern spotted owl patches; marbled murrelet occupied sited), Policy for
Sustainable Forests (old growth, special ecological features), potential unstable slopes, desired forest conditions in
riparian and DNR local staff knowledge (e.g. operational limits). This area is currently estimated at 340,000 acres.
1
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Figure 1. Operable land managed by DNR in western Washington. Operable land is forest land
where even- and or uneven-aged timber harvest activity is permitted. No harvest activities are
permitted on inoperable land.
•
•
•

Minimum area: 4 acres 4
Maximum area: 140 acres (inclusive of RMZ)
Target area: 40 acres (inclusive of RMZ)

The target area is equal to the median area of recent (FY 2018 – 2022) overstory-removal forest
management activities (FMA).
PAUs will not cross DNR administrative boundaries at the local level 5. This follows the delineation
standards in DNR’s Land and Resource Management (LRM) system.
PAUs will be delineated to approximate operational harvest units. Consideration will be given to harvest
systems (e.g., the placement of towers, tail holds, and landings), stream crossing, haul routes, and other
factors. Physical features, such as ridges, valleys, roads, and streams will often form PAU boundaries,
but PAUs can contain these features. When these features are used to delineate PAUs, the boundary will
follow the center of the stream or road as closely as possible.

Where an operable PAU would be less than 4 acres in size, the PAU will be combined with the most appropriate
adjacent operable PAU.
5
DNR administrative levels from smallest to largest are Local or Unit, District, Region, Statewide.
4
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The boundary between Uplands and Riparian Development Types will also be delineated within each
PAU using RS-Hydro. See Figure 2.
PAUs will follow overstory-removal forest management activities (FMAs) to capture the imprint of
previous management. Individual harvest FMAs will not be split into multiple PAUs as a general rule.
PAUs will contain FMAs in their entirety but will also often contain areas outside of the harvest FMA
such as adjacent riparian management zones or slivers. Figure 2 illustrates some of the guidelines for
delineating PAUs.
The following GIS layers will be available for delineating PAUs. Other layers can be added if they are
useful.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2019 Washington Orthophoto (1-ft Color)
Aspect: Lidar derived aspect
Bare Earth Elevation (Feet): LiDAR derived
Bare Earth Hillshade: LiDAR derived
Contour Lines: LiDAR derived contour lines
Completed and Sold Harvests: Harvest FMA polygons with harvest dates and other attributes. Pre2018 polygons were delineated as forest management units (FMUs) and generally do not follow the
management areas as closely as more recent FMAs
Planned Harvests: Planned harvest FMAs
DNR Roads by Activity Status
RS_FRIS_RASTERS: A collection of 1/10th acre scale rasters of forest conditions (e.g., gross bf
volume, canopy height, combined origin year) from the remote-sensing forest inventory
RS-Hydro Streams (Modeled State Lands Water Types): linear stream features with water type
predicted from LiDAR DEMs and statistical models
Slope Percent: from LiDAR DEM

The following GIS layers will be used to separate inoperable areas from the land base. The process for
combining these layers is built into the large data overlay process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DNR-Managed Surface Trust Lands: Community forests, NAP/NRCA are deferred
Local Knowledge: compilation of non-harvestable polygons from State Lands Local Knowledge
(LCL_DF_YR = 9999)
Mapped Old Growth: all delineated old-growth areas are deferred
MM Analysis Area: Only the intersection with NSO Habitat Types A and B is deferred
MM Occupied Sites: All occupied site polygons & buffers
MM Special Habitat Areas: all marbled murrelet habitat areas
NSO Habitat Types: only Type A and B habitat intersected with MM Analysis Area is deferred
RS_FRIS_POLYS: Non-forest forest inventory polygons, e.g., wetlands, developed sites
(LAND_COV_CD not in (41,42,43,44))
State Lands – Northern Spotted Owl Nest Patches: core areas + buffers
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Figure 2. Example of PAU delineation. The PAU contains both the upland area (recently harvested in
this case) and adjacent RMZ areas that would logically be harvested at the same time. An
inoperable area (non-forest) to the north forms part of the PAU boundary.
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Inventory Coverage
The initial inventory sample will cover 500,000 operable acres of western Washington’s DNR managed
trust lands, of which up to 200,000 acres will be collected by June 30, 2023 and the remaining 300,000
acres by December 31 2024, subject to available budget. Operable lands are those where some type of
harvest activity is permitted; inoperable lands are those lands where no harvest activities are permitted.
The SFIS will be a ‘stand-based’ or ‘stand-level’ inventory. This means that the population will be divided
into smaller subpopulations and a statistical sample will be measured for each unit using a set of sample
plots. The sample plots will also produce a tree list for each unit – a sample of trees with characteristics
like species, diameters, heights, and crown ratios – that will be used to project future stand conditions.
The stands for the inventory will be planning analysis units (PAUs), areas of operable land that
approximate harvest units.
Sampling Strategy
Plot location will be identified using an ownership-wide grid of sample points spaced at 1 plot per 4
acres outside of riparian areas and 1 plot per 8 acres within riparian areas (Figure 3). Intersection of the
PAU layer with the grid will yield sample plot locations for a given PAU.
The inventory will only collect data on PAUs at least 20 years old. Those less than 20 years old will not be
sampled. Data from verified forest surveys from DNR’s LRM System will be used to estimate forest
conditions within the PAUs < 20 years old.
Subsequent sampling strategy will be based on a 10-year inventory cycle. On average DNR will inventory
10 percent of its operable acres older than age 20 every year.
Live tree data required to be collected at each plot is described in the following sections.
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Figure 3. The land classification and sample grid will be produced before PAU delineation occurs
(left). These layers will be provided to the vendor. After PAUs are delineated (right), the sample grid
will be intersected with the PAU to assign sample points to individual PAUs. A sample of PAUs will
be selected for inventory measurements. All sample points will be measured in PAUs that are
selected for inventory measurements. The upland plot measurements will be used to estimate
current forest inventory metrics and create development types (i.e., yields) for the upland portion
of the sampled PAUs. The riparian sample points will be grouped with points from similar riparian
areas to develop stratified inventory metrics and development types.
Sampling Order and Selection
PAUs will be randomly selected for inventory measurements to ensure that the inventory is an unbiased
sample of all operable lands. To reduce the delay between the PAU delineation phase of the inventory
and the field measurements, PAUs will be selected for field measurements as they are delineated. PAUs
selected for measurement by June 30, 2023, will cover up to 200,000 acres in the first SFIS sample,
where amount of acres sampled is dependent on the cost per plot, and will be used to build the
stratified yields for use in the 2024-35 sustainable harvest calculation. An analysis of sampling results
from the first SFIS sampled acres will be performed to ensure each stratified yield set has statistically
sufficient data for yield projections. The remaining PAUs will be selected after the delineation and
analysis of the first SFIS sampled acres is completed to ensure all strata are sufficiently sampled and the
total area of field measurement is 500,000 acres.
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The first SFIS sampled acres of PAUs will be selected using the cumulative relative frequency method 6,
which is an implementation of probability proportional to size sampling (PPS). The purpose of PPS is to
select each acre with equal probability; using a typical random sample, acres in large PAUs would be
sampled at a lower frequency than those in small ones. The method requires a tracking table similar to
this:

Where:
•
•

PAU_ID = arbitrary identifier
ACRES = acres of the PAU
CMT_ACRES = cumulative acres, the cumulative sum of acres that is updated for each successive
PAU

PAUs are added to the above table as they are created. They can be added either individually or in
groups. The only information that is needed about each PAU is the PAU_ID and acres.
DNR will supply the vendor with a list of random numbers between 0 and 1,212,955 (the current total
number of acres of operable westside land), proportionate to the number of acres in the first SFIS
contract. A PAU is selected if one of the random number is less than or equal to the CMT_ACRES for the
PAU and greater than the CMT_ACRES for the previous PAU. For example, PAU 6 would be selected if
305.2 appears on the list of random numbers because 285.2 < 305.2 ≤ 311.3.
This sampling approach is an example of sampling with replacement. Some PAUs will likely be matched
with multiple random numbers (e.g. for PAU 6 above, the unit would be selected for sampling twice if
the random number list identified 286 and 310). In these cases the PAU will be sampled only once using
inventory plots.
Figure 4 illustrates the entire process for selecting PAUs for sampling.
The second set of PAUs will be selected by the same method, or will be modified, pending analysis of
inventory captured in the first SFIS acreage, until a total of 500,000 acres is reached. The second set will
be done after all PAUs are delineated.

This approach is described on page 47 of Frees, F. 1962. Elementary Forest Sampling. USDA Forest Service
Agricultural Handbook No 232. It is called the cumulative relative frequency method by Abdulla et al. 2014. On the
selection of samples in probability proportional to size sampling: cumulative relative frequency method.
Mathematical Theory and Modeling. 4.

6
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Figure 4. Strategy for assigning sample points to planning analysis units (PAUs).
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Data Management and Application
Data will be collected in the field using ruggedized Android tablets. The data-collection application has
built-in error checks that improve data quality. The check-cruising approach and tolerances are
described in Appendix A.
Appendix A: Inventory Field Procedures
Introduction
This document is the field protocol for DNR’s Stand-based Forest Inventory System (SFIS). Tree
measurements are recorded using, variable radius plots and down-wood measurements, where
required, are recorded on transects. Sample points are located in planning analysis units (PAUs). PAUs
can have multiple forest conditions, particularly when they contain a riparian management zone (RMZ).
Sample points that fall on the edge of the RMZ should be treated as edge plots as described below.
Sample Point Location
Data are collected on ruggedized tablets provided by DNR or on field computers owned and managed by
vendors contracted to collect data. Sample points are located in the field by GPS. Crews will navigate
using GPS until the unit indicates they are within 30 ft of the sample point. The last distance and bearing
read on the unit when they reach within 30 ft should be followed, e.g., if the units says “29 ft at 131
degrees” then the cruiser will pace another 29 ft at 131 degrees and establish the sample point.
Check cruisers will follow the same protocol and sample points need to be found within 90 ft of the
check locations.
Sample points will be measured where they fall, i.e., sample points that fall on roads will be measured
without relocating the point. Sample points that fall in streams that cannot be safely entered will be
measured at the edge of the stream.
Sample points will be monumented with a 20 penny or larger nail with flagging attached. Flagging will
also be tied to nearby trees to allow check cruisers to relocate the sample point. A GPS location will be
recorded at each sample point using the tablet.
Sample points can be recorded as inaccessible owing to standing water, excessive slope, scree fields,
and other barriers. Up to 1% of points can be recorded as inaccessible without a pay deduction. DNR will
not pay for inaccessible plots beyond the first 1% unless an exception is granted by DNR owing to
unforeseen difficulties.
Basic Live Tree Measurements
Live large trees (>= 5.5 in DBH) will be measured on a variable radius plot at each sample points. Basal
area factors (BAFs) are predetermined by DNR and loaded onto the tablets in advance. BAFs are set
based on stand conditions with the intent of measuring an overall average of 6 trees per plot. The BAF
will be 54.4 for all RMZ plots. RMZ plots will be flagged in the data recorder. Borderline trees will be
determined using the limiting-distance method.
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Live small trees (< 5.5 in DBH and > 1ft tall) will be measured on fixed-area plots. The fixed-area plot
radius will be preloaded on the data recorder and will be set as the limiting distance of a 5.5” tree for
the given BAF of the PAU (e.g., 10.7 ft radius for 20 BAF). The radius is set so that all trees in the fixedarea plot are ‘in’ trees even if they exceed 5.5” DBH. Trees will be recorded by species and 1 inch
diameter class for trees > 4.5 ft tall and 1-ft height class for smaller trees.
Trees will be recorded starting north and proceeding clockwise.
The following will be measured and recorded on all large trees:
•
•
•
•
•

Species, DBH (recorded to 0.1 in)
Crown ratio: estimated to nearest 10%
First-segment defect: Length deduction within the first 32 ft (with 1 ft stump).
Top defect: Length deduction between the first segment and 5 in DIB top.
Damage codes: other damage and severity level

The following will be measured on sub-samples of large trees:
•

Total height and height to live crown: measured on approximately 20% of trees selected by the
data collection application. Measured to the highest live point on the stem and recorded to
nearest 1ft.

If a tree cannot be measured for height then a note should be taken indicating the reason. Failure to
measure a selected tree will result in a missed measurement unless an acceptable reason is given
The following will be measured on all small trees:
•
•

Species
DBH (1 in class) or Height (1 ft class)

Additional Live Tree Measurements
The following will be measured on a subset of live trees. The number of trees selected for additional
measurements will be predetermined before the sampling begins:
•

•

10-yr growth increments: measured using increment cores. Measurements will be made to the
nearest 0.05 inch using an engineer’s scale ruler or calipers. Increments will be marked on the
core and the core will be replaced in the hole for check cruising.
Site Index Trees: age will be measured using increment cores. Cores should be long enough to
reach the pith. Cores that miss the pith should pass the pith tangentially and be within an
estimated 1 inch of the pith. Trees should be re-cored if the first core does not reach or pass the
pith. Trees will be selected from the dominant and codominant crown classes and will be free
from defects such as broken tops. Selected trees should represent the cohort that occupies
most of the stand; legacy trees, leave trees, and understory trees will not be selected. The
preference for tree selection will be 1) DF, 2) WH, 3) RC, and 4) RA. Trees can also be selected
from off the plot only if no suitable trees are present. Total height will be measured on site
index trees.
DRAFT: Subject to Change
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Dead Tree Measurements (Within the OESF, NRF and SPS-dispersal areas and all RMZs only)
Dead trees > 5.5 in DBH and 10 ft tall will be selected using a 20 BAF prism.
The following will be measured on all dead trees:
•
•
•
•

Species
DBH (estimated to nearest 1 in)
Height (estimate to the nearest foot)
Decay class (see Appendix A.1)

Additional Down Wood Measurements
A subset of sample plots may be selected for down-wood measurements. The plots will be selected
before sampling begins. Down wood is measured using the line-intersect method on two 25-ft transects.
The transect azimuths will be pre-populated by the tablet. The end of each transect will be marked with
flagging.
The following will be measured for each transect:
•

Slope percent

Pieces of down wood will be recorded when the central axis of the piece (i.e., a line running through the
pith) is above ground and crosses the transect and the piece is >= 4 in diameter at the point of
intersection. Curved or forked pieces and pieces that intersect both transects will be recorded at each
point of intersection.
The following will be measured on all down-wood pieces:
•
•
•
•
•

Species: RC or other (OT)
Decay class (see Appendix A.2)
Diameter at Intersection: measured to nearest 1 in using a tape
Small-end and large-end diameters: estimated to nearest 1 in, ends do not have to be
measured
Length: estimated to nearest 1ft. Does not have to be measured

Edge Correction
Edge-correction methods will be employed when sample points fall close to the edge of the PAU or
between the RMZ and non-RMZ part of the PAU. If the boundary is a road, the mid-point of the road will
be considered the boundary line. Plots will not be measured with edge-correction if there is no
indication that the sample point is near an edge, i.e., forest conditions on both sides of the boundary
appear to be the same.
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The walk-through method will be used on large live and dead trees (Appendix A.3). Small trees can be
adjusted by estimating the proportion of the plot within the unit and adjusting tree counts. A count field
will be used in the data collection application to double-count trees. Adjustments should be noted in
the notes fields.
Down-wood transects will be reversed (e.g., switched from 90 degrees to 270 degrees) if they extend
beyond the unit boundary.
Table A1. Potential check cruise tolerances.
Criteria
Plot missing, not recorded as inaccessible
Plots found and located with 90 ft of intended point
Total number of large live trees tallied
Total number of large dead trees tallied

Range
None allowed
-2% (2 out of 100 points)
+/- 5%
+/- 10%

QMD of large live trees (by species)
Mean height of large live trees (by species)
Missed ht measurement trees
Total number of small live trees tallied

+/- 1 in
+/- 5 ft
-2%
+/- 10%

Check Cruising
A check cruise of approximately 10% of the completed PAUs will be conducted. Scoring criteria will be
based on the average differences between the cruise and check-cruise data. The check cruiser will start
with a sub-sample of approximately 5 points within a unit. If the cruise passes then no additional points
will be checked. If the check fails then an additional 25% of points will be checked. The process can be
repeated until 100% of points are checked. A unit will fail when 100% of points are checked and not
found to be within tolerances. Failed units will be remeasured. If three units from the same cruiser fail
then all units measured by the cruiser or team will be remeasured and checked.
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Appendix A.1 – Dead Tree Decay Classes (Within the OESF, NRF and SPS-dispersal areas and all RMZs
only)
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Appendix A.2 – Down Wood Decay Classes
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Appendix A.3 The Walk Through Method For Edge Plots by Kim Iles
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Future Agenda Items –Commission Meeting
6/28/22 Regular Commission Meeting

July 12, 2022 (Regular Commission Meeting)
• Monthly DofA Report
• 2nd Qtr Cash & Investment Report
• Delegation of Authority Policy – 2nd Touch
• Draft ’23-’28 Strat Plan – 1st Touch
July 26, 2022 (Regular Commission Meeting)
• 2nd Qtr Operations Report
• 2nd Qtr Financial Report
• Draft ’23-’28 Strat Plan – 2nd Touch
August 9, 2022 (Regular Commission Meeting)
• Monthly DofA Report
• Capital Projects Report
• Greenlink Presentation
August 23, 2022 (Regular Commission Meeting)
• Strat Plan/CY23 Priorities
• CPP Discussion

Upcoming Events/Announcements
• WPPA Commissioner Seminar – July 25-27, 2022
• WPPA Small Ports Seminar – October 20-21, 2022
Future
• Port Emergency Response Plans and Activities
• Employee Handbook Update and Resolutions
Future Joint Meetings
• 2022 Joint Meeting with Clallam County – October 24, 2022 (at County) 11:00 to 2:00
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